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Curriculum concepts of partners’ programmes
Seven concepts of curriculum presented below have been created at partner institutions: USMBA
(MA in Cultural studies), USMS (new MA in Gender Studies), UM (MA in Sport And Physical
Education), US (MA in Economy), KSPU (MA in Educational Measurement)|, NMGSU (MA in
Political sciences), PNU (MA in Psychology).
The curriculum concepts of 7 MA programs contain information about Master program in GS, namely:
- information on anticipated positions and places of employment of future graduates;
- list of the major abilities and skills;
- system of content modules of curriculum;
- ratio of theoretical and practical training;
- the main elements of curricula for specialization in GS.
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The volume of MA program
Educational level
Branch of knowledge

Master
Gender studies

Speciality
Educational and professional program
Qualification
Duration

2 years

Rationale
This master programme is designed to offer students holding a Licence diploma in English Studies the
possibility to continue their academic career in English at a postgraduate level. It intends to open its
scope to interdisciplinarity by accepting Licence students coming from the different “parcours”:
Literary Studies, Linguistics and Cultural Studies. It also aims at preparing students for doctoral
research.
By focusing on Gender Studies, this Master aims to fill a gap in the general academic offer of the
Faculty of Arts and the Humanities in Beni Mellal. This is the first programme (filière) to be devoted
entirely to the issue of gender in the history of Sultan Moulay Slimane University. It is in this way that
this master contributes also to the diversity of the overall academic offer in the university.
This master programme aims at attaining goals such as the following:

-contribute to the implementation of the LMD system in the Moroccan university, and,
more specifically, in the area of arts and the humanities,
- diversify the academic curriculum offered by the department of English studies which should open out
on new fields of knowledge, learning and research.
- Offer the opportunity to students to get acquainted with different approaches and theories pertaining to
the field of the humanities,
- consolidate the interdisciplinary approach in research in the faculty of arts and
humanities as the concern with gender interests a wide range of areas including philosophy, sociology,
anthropology, literature, linguistics, discourse analysis, governance media and communication, etc.
- to enhance the students’ awareness and train them to reflect on Gender, an issue which is one of the
national and international priority concerns,
- Through the methodological tools and approaches adopted, this master in Gender Studies aims to
contribute to developing the students’ critical spirit and objectivity of analysis in research,
- develop Moroccan perspectives in the field of gender studies by focusing research on areas of
immediate interest and relevance to the Moroccan context, while implementing a comparative method
embracing Anglo Saxon and other world contexts.
Students will obtain skills:


Communication skills,



Academic Writing skills,



Ability to undertake doctoral research,



Professional development skills

Career of graduates:
Given the importance of the gender issue in modern societies, the holders of the master in gender
studies will be useful in drawing attention to issues of gender equality in various areas of society.
Among the sectors that will be interested in recruiting this master’s holders:


Ministry of Solidarity, Women, Family and Social Development,



Ministry of Culture,



Ministry of Education.



The Civil Society.

Table I: Structure of the MA Programme
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1st semester
Introduction to Research
50
Foundations in Gender Studies
50
Theories of Gender
50
Feminist Theory and Criticism
50
Feminist Literary Studies
50
Gender and Leadership
50
nd
2 semester
Gender and Communication Studies
50
Gender and Media Studies
50
The Representation of Women in
50
English Literature
Academic reading and writing
50
Maghrebin Women’s Writing
50
Gender and Popular Culture
50
rd
3 semester
Women’s Writing
50
Cultural Representations of Gender
50
Gender Issues in Muslim Societies
50
Gender Issues in Language
50
Gender & Professional Development
50
Research Instruments & Statistics
50
th
4 semester
Research Paper
300







SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSES
Introduction to Research
This course aims at introducing students and prospective researchers to the necessary basic research
steps that would enable them to conduct research in their fields of interest. Thus, the course will help
students find researchable topics, write sensible review of the literature, formulate research questions
and hypotheses, choose an appropriate methodology, analyze data and discuss the findings. It will also
introduce students to different types of research.
The course will help students learn how to carry out a research in gender studies. Thus, it will introduce
them to some of the basic concepts of empirical research. Moreover, it equally intends to incite them to
focus the research process so that they can draw best conclusions and achieve substantial results. The
course sets also for purpose the qualification of students to identify appropriate research topics, design
research projects (MA paper and Doctorate thesis), and finally conduct a scientific and methodological
research. The course will cover the following points: Research Methodolog- An Introduction: Concepts
and Definition of Research Choosing a Research Topic

-Purpose/Audience
- Discovering and Using Sources Methods of Data Collection (Reading/Interview/Questionnaire, etc.) Formulating a problematic - Data Processing and Analysis - Discussion of the Findings Types of
Research. The writing Process: - Organizing Information - Outlining- Writing: The paragraph/the
chapter/the

part/

and

the

Paper

-

Writing

and

Evaluating

Arguments

-

Qualities:

Organization/Development/Coherence - Introduction and Conclusion - Process of Revision and Editing
Bibliography: - References - Parenthetical Notes - Footnotes and Endnotes – Indexes
Foundations in Gender Studies
The module aims at consolidating students’ knowledge and understanding of gender studies and at
qualifying them to design, implement and evaluate professional and societal endeavors, programs etc.
that should be based on multi-focal attention to and critique of gendered inequalities and hierarchies in
relation to other axes of social and cultural inequality and injustice.
This is an introductory course which is designed to familiarize students with some of the basic
concepts and arguments in the broad interdisciplinary field of “gender studies.” The first part of the
course will address the notions of sex and gender in an effort to introduce students to the variety of
ways in which, throughout the past decades, thinking about these issues has changed.

In the second part of the course we’ll explore several different types of argumentations on the
meaning of gender, the woman question and women’s emancipation. We’ll follow a historical path and
review liberal/neo-liberal, socialist/Marxist, radical, post-colonial/post-socialist views, and third-wave
feminism. We’ll identify the key trends in each set of arguments and try to follow how they got
transformed as they traveled to different locations and through time. In the third part of the course we
address three popular concepts that students will encounter in the rest of their studies and while writing
their MA theses: “patriarchy,” “equal opportunities” and “intersectionality.” By the end of the course
students will be able to use these terms in a thoughtful and nuanced way informed by their scholarly
critique and history.
Didactic method. The course will be delivered in the form of theoretical seminars and in the form of
presentations by students. It will also consist of debates and discussions on the assigned subjects,
authors and intellectuals.
Theories of Gender
The scope of this course is broad enough to touch on a wide range of perspectives pertaining to the issue
of gender which tends to be somewhat overtheorised to the extent that it becomes difficult to reduce
gender to only a few aspects of its broad theoretical scope. The gender concern is important in
philosophy, sociology, psychology, anthropology, education, politics, cultural studies, discourse
analysis, linguistics and literature etc …
Since the gender issue touches on many fields of knowledge and sectors in our modern societies, this
course aims to approach the theories of gender through key concepts such as : sex as an idea, social
construction, gender as a political idea, cultural mediation as discourse, performativity, the concept of
the body etc. The main objective of this course is to introduce students to the key concepts in gender
theories and make them aware of the complexity of the issue of gender in theory.
The course is designed to introduce the students to major theories, concepts, and debates of gender
studies. The focus will be laid on theory through a selection of texts extracted from different fields of
the humanities where key concepts in gender theory are used and exploited. The method of approach
chosen in this course is both interdisciplinary and comparative. It focuses on each key concept and
approaches it from the most important perspective.
Feminist Theory and Criticism (in French)
This course will have for main objective to allow the students to acquire knowledge and literary tools of
analysis relative to the women's movements which emerged in interaction in France, in England and in
North America in the second half of XXth century.

The attention will be focused on authors whose thought influenced the literary writing of the women
and engendered a radical change of their relationship in the feminine at the same time as in the other
sex. The stages which were crossed by relationships between the man and the woman: of the original
complementarity in the cultural exclusion, until the identity of the sexes which gave the unisex, the
evolution was always connected to contextual transformations.
So, the students will be brought to discover the theories of gender not isolated but
within

the

contemporary

currents

of

thoughts

as

well

as

the

historical

and

socio-

economic context in which they were born. A plural and multidisciplinary study will be proposed in the
program so that a global vision is possible.
This theoretical course is multidisciplinary. It adopts didactics based mainly on an approach which
favors the in-depth study of the founding texts of the feminist thoughts in various disciplinary fields and
over several centuries.
The course will be organized into: lectures and seminars, workshops and in-class discussions based on a
great deal of home-assigned reading and writing tasks.
Feminist Literary Studies
This course aims to attain the following objectives:


To enable the students to be familiar with the main ideas, concepts, and concerns of feminist
literary theory.



To offer the students the academic tools to study feminist theories and acquire the skills to
discuss these theories, raise questions about them, and contextualize them within larger
historical, social and cultural contexts



To teach the students how to analyze these theories in conversation as well as in connection to a
variety of fictional texts.



To teach the students the relevant skills allowing them to acquire the ability to synthesize the
ideas from the course and present their own analytical arguments in writing.



This course aims to attain the following objectives :



To enable the students to be familiar with the main ideas, concepts, and concerns of feminist
literary theory



To offer the students the academic tools to study feminist theories and acquire the skills to
discuss these theories, raise questions about them, and contextualize them within larger
historical, social and cultural contexts.



To teach the students how to analyze these theories in conversation as well as in connection to a
variety of fictional texts.



To teach the students the relevant skills allowing them to acquire the ability to synthesize the
ideas from the course and present their own analytical arguments in writing.

Gender and Leadership
The module aims at consolidating students’ knowledge and understanding of the interactions between
gender and the practical concept of leadership. To this end, the module focuses eclectically on gender in
media and politics and offers the students adequate critical and conceptual tools to investigate into those
interactions.
This course seeks to make students able to:


Approach gender as a cultural category of analysis and understand how gender organises
identity or destabilises it around the ‘masculine’ and the ‘feminine’;



Examine a woman-centred spectrum of feminist positions in theory and practice in politics and
media; and



Read how women leaders (women anchors, political party leaders, NGOs activists…) have
remapped gender power relations by rethinking identity, history, politics, media and culture.

Didactic Method: Readings at home. Lectures and discussions in class. Students are expected to engage
regularly in discussions and presentations. The latter, mainly one presentation at least, constitute the
personal work. Students should also be prepared to produce two term papers of about 1500-2000 words
each.
GENDER AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Objectives of the course:
The course is designed to develop students' ability to critically think and analyze issues of gender and
communication. This will be accomplished by examining theoretical perspectives used to explain
gender phenomena, gender socialization, male and female interactions and stereotypes. It examines the
influence of gender in our lives by utilizing various tools including films, quest speakers, lectures, inclass exercises and class discussion. It provides an understanding of the basic verbal communication
differences between men and women. It provides useful strategies in dealing with mixed gender
situations. A high degree of class participation is both expected, and required to maximize student
learning through integration and extrapolation of personal experience with in-class guided curriculum.
To facilitate discussion, students are expected to have completed all reading and writing assignments.

After finishing this course students should be able to:
• Understand the difference between sex and gender.
• Identify the multiplicity of feminisms.
• Discuss prominent theories used in the study of gender and communication.
• Identify the major theorists in gender and communication research.
• Identify the various methods used to study gender communication.
• Understand how one’s gender culture influences verbal and nonverbal communication.
• Describe masculine and feminine speaking styles.
• Recognize the impact of gender on nonverbal communication.
• Know the problems with and the future directions of this area of communication studies.
1. Students shall become familiar with major issues regarding communication and gender through
critical analysis and discussion of pertinent readings, writing assignments, guest lecturer presentations,
on-campus activities, in-class activities, and service learning experiences.
2. Students will understand the critical and-dynamic roles of age and culture as these concepts
interrelate to the development of gender attitudes and behavior this will be accomplished through
service learning experiences, assigned readings, and by integrating personal and classroom experiences.
3. Students will develop and strengthen their ability to critically analyze the influence and role of gender
in their lives through increased self-awareness, gender-awareness, and hopefully, age and cultural
awareness by successfully completing course requirements
4. Student participation in the service learning opportunity will combine meaningful community service
with in-class learning through a process of guided/structured reflection exercises.
Didactic method: The course will be delivered in the form of theoretical seminars and in the form of
presentations by students. It will also consist of debates and discussions on the assigned subjects.
Gender and Media Studies
This course intends to consolidate students’ knowledge and understanding of the cultural
construction and representation of gender in contemporary media; it equally aims at familiarizing
them with the notion of gender and its operation in society. It will also present them an up-to-date
assessment of the key issues and debates. Through five areas of media – talk shows, magazines,

news, advertising, and contemporary screen, the course intends also to examine how representations
of women and men are changing in the twenty-first century.
This course examines various contemporary images of gender in media focusing on the 20th century
to the present. Using theories from cultural studies, film and gender studies, and communication
studies, we will explore different processes and practices of gender, specifically in terms of media
representation of femininity and masculinity. The purpose of the course is to gain insight into the
ways in which gender and its intersections with race, ethnicity and class, is enacted, represented and
has an impact on cultural formations and communication. In examining cultural myths about gender
as well as ongoing debates on gender construction, we will consider how gender is tied in with
notions of power, identity, voice, and other defining categories (race, socio-economic status, ethnic
group, etc.)
Didactic Method: The course objectives will be met through readings, presentations, discussions,
lectures, screenings, research, projects and graded papers.

The Representation of Women in English Literature
The

course

is

one-semester

patterns

course

that

introduces

students

to

the

history,

traditions, and forms of literature in which women were portrayed by male and female writers. We will
also consider the multiple ways women writers have responded to being silenced throughout history.
The module will explore a rich and diverse range of writers and works to identity the recurrent images,
themes, and styles of an evolving cannon. Works of prose, drama, non-fiction, and film will be studied.
The course is an introductory study to the representation of women in English Literary texts of female
and male writers, and the role women occupy in literature, both as writers and as protagonists. Literary
genre may include novels, short stories, and plays. Special attention will be paid to analyzing literary
themes that use gender as a lens to explore complex matrices of social power and social position,
including race, class, age, ethnicity, marital status, and religion. The aim is to go beyond the classical
imageries and to address the modern and contemporary forms to analyze the differences between men’s
and women’s roles in literature, including stereotypes and archetypes of women, as a reflection of the
historical and social conditions of women. Also to gain broader and deeper understanding of the
cultural, social, literary, historical, and personal range of literature written by women over time
Didactic Method: The course will be delivered in the form of theoretical seminars and in the form of
presentations by students. It will also consist of close readings of some texts (plays, novels) in the light
of stimulating debates and discussions on the assigned subjects, authors and intellectuals.
Academic Reading & Writing

Academic Reading skills aim at improving the way in which students carry out research reading. It
directs students towards developing their skills for reading articles and masterpieces in gender studies
academically so that they could be more efficient and learn to read for academic purposes. Similarly, it
will explore how they can develop critical reading skills, how to interact more effectively with texts and
avoid plagiarism. The Academic Writing course is designed to help students develop the academic
research and writing skills needed to complete the thesis and other requirements for the MA degree. It
will provide students with the basic tools to write on different topics, to organize arguments and respect
the APA style and other norms of writing. They will be introduced to different forms of academic
writing.
Students will be required to relate readings to their research projects. The students’ skills of writing are
linked to what they read. In the academic reading part, students will learn:


How to select sources



How to read efficiently using reading strategies (scanning and skimming)



How texts are structured



How to make notes of what they read



How to paraphrase, summarize and synthesize what they read



How to comment and evaluate what they read



How to cite what they read



How to use what they read to support their own writing



How to compare and differentiate views from the books and articles they read



How to be consistent using academic writing styles (Focus on The APA style)

The academic writing part will cover:


Organizing arguments



Writing and evaluating arguments



Outlining



Writing the paragraph, the chapter, the part and the paper



Abstract, introduction and conclusion



Revising, editing and proof-reading



Paraphrasing and quoting



References (Bibliography and Webiography)

Teachers will give lectures on the theoretical aspects of the course and they will direct some seminars in
class. Students will be required to prepare some tasks outside the class.

Maghrebin Women's Writing
The course explores Women's writing from the Maghreb and the literary theory of diverse places and
historical periods.
Upon successful completion students will be able to:
o

Appreciate the role of gender in shaping texts as a product of particular cultures and

historical moments, especially unfamiliar ones.
o

Consider women's writing as a significant influence in the construction of individual and

cultural experiences within specific historical contexts.
o

Observe elements of form, grammar, dialect, and various language devices as a means by

which texts create meaning.
o

Challenge cultural norms and limits of analysis/criticism to create a richer experience of

the texts, including multiple interpretations of the text as a complex fabric.
The course examines the Maghrebin Women's Writing from a variety of time periods, backgrounds and
genre as a means to discuss the difficulties of achieving a public voice and representing female
experiences, the effects of female women's voices and experiences being silenced, and the narrative
methods women use to challenge and even subvert social expectations about female identity. By
exploring what kind of stories women choose to tell, and what images and themes they have chosen to
focus on over time, we will be able to determine how gender can unify women and provide them with a
sense of power, while by paying particular attention to such elements of difference as class and culture
we will be able to appreciate the word “women” as representatives of multiple experiences and
possibilities.
Gender and the popular culture (in Arabic)
Objectives of the course:


Make students aware of the status of women in popular culture.



Reconsider popular culture and its social and cultural dimensions.



Highlight the importance of popular discourse in education.



Shed light on women's /man’s popular creativity, and highlight the aspects of the
similarities and difference between the two parties.



Make students open up more to the manifestations of popular culture and grasp the
results of the creativity of ancestors.



Highlight the most important literary and artistic forms of the popular discourse on the
basis of the status of women.



Reconsider the image of women in the popular literature.



Make students know the relations between the formal literature and the popular
literature.



Enable students know the heart of the knowledge in the popular literature and the depth
of the cultural and artistic and rhetorical heritage.



Enable students of the mechanisms of the analysis of the speech, the image of women
and its symbolism.

The first component:


The popular speech: definition and characteristics.



Defining the concept of popular speech



Why speech? and why the popular ?



The relation of the formal and the popular: manifestations of difference and the coalition.



The picture of women in popular culture and the literary works that emanate from it.



Definition of popular literary genres (Story, proverb, poetry)

The second component:


Analysis of popular speech: the image of women as a model



Poetic model: popular songs, melhoun, etc.



Narrative model: folk tale, etc.

Women’s writing
This module intends to consolidate students' knowledge in the domain of women's writing. It principally
aims, through a profound analysis of selected female texts, to closely and deeply explore feminism,
gender and gender theories and concepts, and also to better understand the implications and significance
of the emergence of this type of literature and artistic production. Women's writing equally constitutes a
special field of human interactions andreactions, which will be considered in the light of existing
theories, concepts and paradigms, which are studied during the first semester.
This course seeks to make students able to: - Approach gender as a cultural category of analysis and
understand how gender organises identity or destabilises it around the ‘masculine’ and the‘feminine’; Examine a woman-centred spectrum of feminist positions in theory and practice; and - Read how
women writers have remapped gender power relations by rethinking identity, history and culture.
Didactic Method: Readings at home and lectures and discussions in class. Students are expected to
engage regularly in discussions and presentations. The latter, mainly one presentation at least,

constitutes the personal work. Students should also be prepared to produce two term papers of about
1500/2000 words each.
Cultural Representations of Gender
The subject is designed to provide students with an understanding of gender as a social and cultural
construct from a transdisciplinary perspective; and to analyze and understand the basic mechanisms
behind gender relations differentiation. Cultural representations of gender will be studied to enable
students to examine the conceptual foundations to gender and cultural representations, and investigate
the socially-constructed roles of women and men which are attributed to them on the basis of their sex
across cultures and spaces. This course is intended also to acquaint students with the full participation of
women, to recognize their contributions to literature, arts and culture across many historical areas. And
it offers young people the means to observe the evolution of gender development in the various sectors
of society.
This course is devised to deepen students-researchers’ knowledge of gender cultural representations and
to offer them the adequate critical tools and techniques of approaching and analyzing gender similarities
and differences. This course addresses the questions of how "woman" and "the feminine" have been
represented in various cultural systems, and how actual women have functioned as creators of literature,
art, music, film, and other cultural products. Throughout this course, students will "read" gender across
interrelated systems of representation including those of race, ethnicity, nationality, class, age and sex.
Theoretical discussions may center around the (presumed) oppositions between absence and presence,
silence and speech, representation and self-presentation.
Didactic Method: The course will be delivered in the form of lectures video projections, in addition to a
series of seminars and exposés on cultural representations of gender.
Gender Issues in Muslim Societies
The class aims at exploring the dynamics and changes witnessed in contemporary Islamic society and
thought with regard to gender. Several issues will be considered such as gender equality, gender and
public sphere, Feminist readings of history, body politics, women and agency, the representation of
woman in media, etc. The ultimate aim of this class is to raise an academic debate about gender and to
deconstruct patriarchal and normative discourse. It also aims at encouraging research in such fields that
have not been sufficiently explored by Moroccan researchers.
This course explores questions pertaining to gender and women in Islam. It begins by examining the
visual and written representations of women in Muslim societies. This allows the students to selfcritically reflect upon their own “knowledge” of Islam and Muslim women, and the historical and

political background to this understanding. It will also discuss the different views of women, family,
and gender roles in Islam, as well as the identities and lived experiences of Muslim women living in
Muslim societies.
The focus will be on different cultural and religious ideas on gender relations and the hijab, Islamic
feminism, and how Muslim women negociate race, class, and gender, with respect to Islamophobia and
the political rhetoric of “war on terror” and “clash of civilizations,” significant issues concern the gap
between media representation, on onehand, and self-representation, on the other hand, and how Muslim
women are making sense of their own lives and identities drawing on different messages and
discourses. Selected topics may include: gender socialization; the female body and the socio-political
context of reproduction, body image, appearance and of sexuality; similarities and differences between
the genders; marriage and the family; work roles, inequalities and the global economy; health issues;
violence against and by women; women in religion and politics; and, an historical and contemporary
look at global feminism.
Gender Issues in Language
The course is designed to simultaneously introduce students to the field of language and gender (as a
subfield of sociolinguistics) and to women's studies. It equally intends to make visible the unseen but
ever-present force of language in one's life as a gendered person, including how categories of language
and communicative habits shape one's beliefs about one's self and others. It also aims at introducing
students to a wide range of linguistic analyses of language used by and used about women and men and
to examine models of explanation for gender differences.
This course is designed to introduce students to the large body of literature on Language and Gender
within Sociolinguistics and within studies of language in social context more generally. Students will
investigate how language in use mediates, and is mediated by, social constructions of gender. Particular
attention will be paid to the evolution of feminist theory, ideology, hegemony, performativity, and the
“borders” of gender identities. Students will read scholarly articles and write critical reflection papers,
and complete a final paper on a topic related to language and gender. Therefore, Questions that this
course will address include:


Do men and women speak differently? If so, in what ways?



What kinds of distinctions in languages are made between men and women (for example, in
lexicon/ phonology/ morphology, etc.)?



What do these differences mean for the lives of men and women in various societies?



How do societies differ in the role of language in creating gender roles?



Why do languages and language users make the kinds of distinctions discussed above?



How is gender related to power, socio-economic class, and race in different societies with regard
to language use?

Didactic Method: Readings at home and lectures and discussions in class. Students are expected to
engage regularly in discussions and presentations. The latter, mainly one presentation at least,
constitutes the personal work.
Gender & Professional Development
This course is designed to enable students to improve their abilities to relate their learning to the
requirements of professional life and transfer these abilities to future careers and lifelong learning. More
particularly, it enhances students’ understanding of the gender differences in learning and professional
life. Students can reflect on their personal, academic and career development in order to achieve more
of their potential in line with realistic aspirations and, therefore, overcome gender discrimination in
different sectors of life. To this end, the course seeks to improve strategies that can contribute to
personality change in a positive way to reach equality and improve skills useful in all areas of life.
The course will introduce the students to the ways to reach personal, academic and career development.
It will examine different skills that enable them to be exposed to new professional experiences such as
volunteering for seminars, giving presentations, attending conferences, consulting colleagues, and
getting to know their environment better. The course will cover the following points in consideration
with gender differences:


Introduction to Professional Development and factors for developing professionally:
collaboration/collegiality/peer observation



gender issues in Professional Development



Identifying Professional Talents in students (leadership skills, Reflective thinking, Team work,
Professional communication, among others)



Giving presentations and learning constructive criticism



Developing a Professional Resume



Applying for a job and conducting Interviews



Professional use of ICT

Teachers will give lectures on the theoretical aspects of the course and they will direct some
seminars in class. Students will be required to prepare some tasks outside the class.
Research Instruments & Statistics
This module aims at consolidating students’ knowledge of the tools and instruments used in their
research. It is primarily fundamental and relevant to those envisaging conducting research projects

where qualitative and empirical quantitative studies are cited. The course will also introduce students to
an advanced use of statistics such as sampling, comparison of means, the use of t-test and ANOVA.
Finally, the use of statistical software will be more elaborated allowing student to make their analysis in
a simplest and efficient way
The course incorporates the following items: - Research design - Data collection instruments :
questionnaires, interviews, observations, focus groups. - Data analysis and interpretation - Rationale of
descriptive versus inferential statistics. - Comparison of Means - Correlation analysis - Basic inferential
tests (t-test, one way ANOVA, etc.) - Reporting the research
The theoretical lecture will be reduced to the minimum. The course is mainly practical. Students are
required to practice in class using computers and software appropriate to the tasks given.
The Research Project
The whole of semester 4 is devoted to the research project; nonetheless, students can start it at the
beginning of the 3rd semester. Moreover, students could be allowed to continue working on their
research project during the following year, the third year.
The research project consists in putting into practice the different skills and research methods acquired
by the students during the last 3 semesters. Also, students have to display their intellectual and research
capacities as well as their mastery of language and methodology. The completion of a research project
should enable the student to enrol in a more profound research.
Activities:


regular organized meetings between supervisor and supervisee, at least once in a month.



organization of study days on the students research fields. Students are expected to write a paper
on a topic of their own choice or on a topic elaborated together with their supervisor.

The topic should be relevant to the concerns of the master. Their work includes the following: suggestion of a relevant topic, following their acquisitions in this master formation.
- researching the topic (learning about the topic through reading or interviewing in case of fieldwork,
and specifying the scope of the topic) - suggesting a proposal
- elaborating a bibliography
- sketching an outline
- submitting the parts of the research project to their supervisor
- correcting and proofreading
- submitting the paper
- defending their paper.

Discussion of the research project in front of a jury consisting of at least 3 members. The assessment of
the student's work will focus principally on the following:
- relevance of the topic
- quality of the oral presentation of the student, which is expected to address the following: justification of the choice of the subject - explanation of the relevance of the topic - methodology
followed - difficulties and solutions - bibliography - findings or conclusions - research perspectives assessment of the quality of the work: - content - analysis - language - methodology, - theory and
concepts, - presentation - conclusions - research perspectives .
- quality and relevance of the students' feedback.

Concept of MA program
MA in Cultural Studies: Cultures, Identities and Nationhood in Morocco
SIDI MOHAMMED BEN ABDALLAH, USMBA (Fez)
RATIONALE
The aim of the programme is to enable students to acquire critical knowledge of, and engage in,
interdisciplinary analysis of the notions of culture and identity in Morocco, which will help them (1) to
carry on with further research at the doctoral level and (2) to contribute to cultural debate and
development in Morocco. To achieve these objectives the programme allows students to develop useful
research skills and methods such as teamwork, data retrieval, collection and analysis, and techniques of
presentation and conferencing; it also teaches them how to bridge the gap between theoretical
knowledge and everyday practices by encouraging them to open up their studies onto the actual social
world around them
In the undergraduate Modular Degree Prog. a number of courses related to the field of Cultural
Studies have been introduced, namely:
1.Introduction to Culture
2. Cultural Studies
3. Media Studies
4. Postcolonial Literatures
5.Moroccan Youth Culture
6. Occidentalism and Orientalism

The Master Programme in Cultural Studies is meant to build on the knowledge and skills already
acquired in the Modular Degree Programme.
The programme consists of interconnected and interdisciplinary Core Courses (Modules majeurs) and
General/ Background Courses (Modules complémentaires). To broaden and diversify students'
knowledge in a variety of fields, the programme follows a coherent interdisciplinary structure.
Hence, each semester focuses on a particular area of Cultural Studies and prepares for the next one:
Semester 1: Introduction to Cultural Studies
Semester 2: Cross Cultural Encounters
Semester 3: Media Studies

Semester 4: Research
CULTURAL STUDIES is an increasingly influential field of inquiry and research which operates on a
wide range of socio-cultural forms and practices, including subculture, fine art, education, literature,
mass media, consumer culture, architecture, society and many other aspects of everyday life and modes
of cultural policies, and productions. By nature and definition is Cultural Studies interdisciplinary; it
draws its theoretical concepts and methodological strategies from linguistics, literary theory,
psychology, postcolonial studies, sociology, economies and political sciences.
This programme is designed to introduce students to current cultural theories and give them an insight
into contemporary debates in a wide range of social and humanities subjects. Particular focus is placed
on an interdisciplinary study of the complex interplay of culture, society, gender, media and politics and
the impact of globalization on local cultures and identities.
The programme offers students the opportunity to develop their critical understanding alongside
practice in selected areas of Cultural Studies and encourages them to develop their own positions vis-àvis the critical approaches and theories presented.
But rather than merely attempting to map out theories and issues which occupy the attention of Western
Cultural Studies researchers, this programme intends to re-appropriate the field of Cultural Studies
through Moroccan perspectives, focusing on research areas which are deemed useful and of immediate
interest and relevance to the Moroccan context.
Skills and Knowledge of Students:
The programme develops students’
1. critical knowledge and thinking
2. Interdisciplinary analytical competence
3. Communication skills
4. Research methodology and thesis writing
5. fluency in the English language,
Career Prospects
Interdisciplinarity in Cultural Studies also seeks to provide students with knowledge, skills critical
instruments, and experience deemed valuable in today's employment market, especially in education,
media, and the tourism sector. An awareness of issues of representation, media skills, and
interdisciplinarity is also important in many other areas, such as business, administration, social policy,
development organizations, and documentary film making. The programme allows students to develop
important transferable skills such as teamwork, information retrieval and analysis, fieldwork data
collection and analysis, and techniques of communication and presentation.

STRUCTURE OF THE CURRICULUM
MA in Cultural Studies
Courses 2016-2017
Semester
Semester 1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
Semester 2
S2
S2
S2
S2
S2
Semester 3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S4

Title of course
Language, Ethnicity and Cultural
Identity in Morocco
Theories of Culture
Women’s Movements in Morocco
Women and Writing
Initiation to Research
Gender and Religion
Representing Cultural Difference
Studies in Travel Writing
Women in Diaspora
Postcolonial Literatures

Teaching load
2hours/week

Research Methodology
Morocco Encounters with The
Anglo-American World
The Arab Spring, Media and
Political Change
Moroccan Youth Culture and
Urban Space
Film Theory and Criticism
Gender and Media Analysis
Screening Morocco
Research Project

2hours/week
2hours/week

SEMINAR IN GENDER AND
DEVELOPMENT
Research leading to thesis writing
under the supervision of instructors

2hours/week
2hours/week
33hours/week
2hours/week
2hours/week
3hours/week
3hours/week
2hours/week
2hours/week

2hours/week
2hours/week
2hours/week
3hours/week
2hours/week
2hours/week
3hours/week

STAGE ou MEMOIRE

Theoretical and practical learning ratio

MA
Cultural
Studies
Theoretical
learning

30

Course:
Gender
and
Religion
30

Practical
learning

70

70

Short descriptions of courses

Course:
Women
and
Diaspora
30

Course:
Gender and
Development

70

70

30

Language, Ethnicity and Cultural Identity in Morocco
Students will
1. learn about Morocco’s regional cultural and ethnic diversity
2. Reflect on how race and ethnicity are defined and conceptualized
3. learn how to think critically about issues related to race and ethnicity in Moroccan society
4. debate the linguistic issue in Morocco (Arabic, Tamazigh, darija, French)
5. examine the composition and diversity of Moroccan identity and culture as defined in the
constitution
6. engage in the debate on national identity
7. explore how language and ethnicity shape individual identity and social experiences
‘Language, Ethnicity and Cultural Identity in Morocco’ examines the construction of identity and
ethnicity in Morocco and how they shape and are shaped by Moroccan culture and as well as how these
notions inform national identity. The course also reflects on and debates the constitution’s definition of
Morocco as a “A Nation whose unity is based on the fully endorsed diversity of its constituents: Arabic,
Amazigh, Hassani, Sub-Saharan, African, Andalusian, Jewish and Mediterranean components."

Theories of Culture
This course intends to
1. provide a survey of major theories and theoretical schools in social anthropology.
2. examine theoretical and methodological perspectives employed by different researchers
3. elucidate a major themes and debates in social theorizing (such as questions on the nature of
culture, the integration of culture and society, identity and alterity; gender, body and health,
religion and rituals)
4. Introduce students to major anthropological research on Morocco
‘Theories of Culture’ consists of a set of readings in anthropological work on Morocco. Focus s
placed on Anglo-American anthropological fieldwork on Moroccan culture and society, namely by
of Clifford Geertz, Paul Rabinow, Westermark and Ernest Gellner, Crapanzano, Dale Eickelman.
The course also discusses anthropological works by Moroccan researches such as Abdellah
Hammoudi, Abdkebir Khatibi Hassan Rachik, and their critique of Western anthropology.
Women’s movements in Morocco
The course aims at debating and reflecting on:
1. Women and political activism
2. Gender, the State and democracy

3. women's role in economic development
4. Gender and the discourse of modernity in Morocco
5. Gender and the labour market
6. Women’s agency and mobilization
7. Women and education
“Women’s movements in Morocco” introduces students to the feminist movement in Morocco
through a selection of authors like Fatima Mernissi, Hind Taareji, Leila Lalami, and others. The
objective is to approach the subject outside mainstream Eurocentric feminism. The course also deals
with gender as a significant factor in propelling social movements, women’s redefinition of the
Mudawana, mobilizing women across socio-economic boundaries, women's resistance to genderbased oppression, and their participation and impact on the Moroccan Spring and political and
cultural reforms in Morocco.

Women and Writing
The course aims to
1. introduce students to various modes of writing by women
2. develop their skills in reading texts by women
3. reflect on how Arab women literary writers choose to represent themselves and their culture and
society
4. discuss female tradition of oral story telling
“Women and writing” course examines both women’s production and consumption of writing as well as
specific representations of the figure of the woman writer herself. The selected texts include main Arab
women writers such as Hanan al-Shaykh, Nawal El Saadawi, Fatima Menissi, Ghada Samman, Laila
Lalami, and Leila Abuzeid allow for a wide range of issues to be explored, including formal innovation,
identity formation and the interaction of gender, race and class within the practices of Arab women
writings. The focus will be on giving the student insight into, and understanding of, key cultural and
theoretical issues regarding works by women writers.

Initiation to Research
The seminar aims at
1. Introducing students to basics and conventions of doing research in Cultural Studies, techniques
and methodologies of field-work (formulating research questions and designing and conducting
interviews), data collection and analysis.
2. providing students with the tools and skills required to understand research terminology and
assess published research

3. Familiarising students with the MLA style and the use of library and the Internet for research
purposes
4. helping them to produce quality argumentative writing and express their point of views and ideas
clearly and convincingly.
Initiation to Research intends to achieve two things:
1 teach students research skills, including data collection (interviewing and questionnaires) and analysis
and interpretation of the information. Focus is placed on developing the skills and knowledge needed to
design and conduct research and develop their projects into written theses.
2. help students to express their ideas and opinions clearly and effectively, respond to complex lines of
argument convincingly and articulate their comments clearly and persuasively.
They are required to write short essays to put research competencies and techniques into practice and
are are given the opportunity to enhance both their research abilities and oral performance in a variety
of activities such as presentations, group discussion, and study-days.

Gender & Religion
This course explores gender-related perspectives in the study of religion in Morocco. The course is
divided into three parts:
1. Moroccan Islamic Feminism: Theoretical Mappings
2. The Body and sexuality in Islam
3. Gendering Political Islam
The first component of the course, “Moroccan Islamic Feminism”, examines various gendered
approaches to Islam in Morocco: secular/spiritual and Salafi/ Sufi feminism. The second component of
the course is a study of the configuration of the body and sexuality in the religious discourse in
contemporary Morocco. The third component focuses on the Moroccan State’s deployment of gender to
restructure the religious field through the Murshidat and Alimat and on how such a deployment impacts
both radical Islam and patriarchal ideologies and norms.
Major topics:
1. Moroccan State’s deployment of gender to restructure the religious field
2. Feminist scholars’ interpretation of the sacred text and spiritual spaces
3. Configuration of 'feminine' and sexuality in religious discourse
4. Feminist Salafism in Sufism
5. Ideologies of gender and sexuality in Islam
The programme outcomes:
1. Acquire the necessary theoretical and methodological skills and knowledge to explore gender and
religion

2. Develop the theoretical and methodological tools to undertake research in the field of gender and
religion
3. Familiarize students with the debate on gender and religion in Morocco and the Islamic world
4. Develop students’ oral communication and writing skills
5. Enhance in-depth knowledge about feminist approaches in the study of Islam

Representing Cultural Difference
1.Introduces students to current theories in Postcolonial Studies: Edward Said, Homi Bhabha,
Peter Hulme, Sara Mills and others
2. Explores such theories in the analysis of racial and cultural difference in texts and visual arts
3. Provides students with the necessary theories and methodology to detect the circulation of alternative
and anti-hegemonic discourses in Western representation of Otherness
4. Develops students’ critical thinking
The course is designed to introduce theories of representing cultural difference from Edward Said’s
Orientalism to Homi Bhabha’s Ambivalence and to apply these approaches to the reading of a selection
of Western narratives on the Maghreb, Latin America and Asia.
The course approaches in an interdisciplinary way and explore them in the study of a number of issues
related to race, empire, geographical and cultural spaces, politics of identity and cultural difference,
power, knowledge, and resistance.

Studies in Travel Writing
The course
1. stresses interdisciplinarity and raises a variety of issues such as colonialism, race, cultural
geography and space.
2. helps students acquire methods of colonial text analysis
3. Introduces students to postcolonial strategies of reading
4. develops students’ critical thinking and historical awareness.
5. develops students’ writing skills
6. help students understand the bases of historical, cultural, and political encounters between the
colonizer and the colonized countries with more particular focus on Morocco
‘Studies in Travel Writing’ focuses on Anglo-American travel literature on Morocco and cultural
representation. It emphasises the interdisciplinary value of travel writing, bringing together the methods
of geography, history, anthropology, post-colonial, cultural and gender studies. Through a selection and

close reading of a set of travel narratives on Morocco, students will be initiated to issues of race, space,
identity, gender, power, knowledge and colonial encounters.

Women in Diaspora
This course examines the social, economic, and cultural dimensions of Moroccan women’s immigration
to the West and Middle East. Focus is placed on how the experience of migration impacts on the
concept of Moroccan womanhood and shifts relations between “homeland” and “host countries”.The
course is also interested in exploring how Moroccan women in diaspora try to negotiate their national,
cultural and religious identities as well as their sense of belonging and cultural ties to their homelands.
The outcomes of the course are as follows:
1. Familiarize students with major theories and concepts in gendered migration studies
2. Explore the impact of race, gender, sexuality, and ethnicity in the field of gendered diaspora studies
3. Improve students’ critical thinking skills
4. Develop students’ oral and writing skills
5. Foster students’ intellectual independence
Acquire the skills necessary for critically analyzing the theme of gender and diaspora in film and
literature.
Course topics include
1. The issues of the veil will be addressed.
2. Films and novels related to Moroccan gender and diaspora
3. Digital gendered Diasporas
4. Digital misalliance
5. Homeland, nostalgia and gendered memory
6. Identities in diasporas: gender, sexuality, and ethnicity
7. Racism, stereotyping and xenophobia

Postcolonial Literatures
Objectives of the module:
1. Provide the students with background knowledge relating to Post-colonial theory and literatures.
2. Demonstrate awareness of the scope and variety of works in literature.
3. Respond critically to works of literature.
4. To demonstrate knowledge of the influence of literature on intercultural
Post-colonial Literatures will introduce students to Post-colonial literature and theory. We will read a
number of the most influential theorists of post-colonial studies, as well as a selection of contemporary
postcolonial literary texts. We will first explore what the term ‘post-colonial’ means in various

historical and geographical contexts, and we will address critical issues such as nation and nationalism,
multiculturalism, capitalism and globalisation, race, ethnicity, historiography etc. The readings will be
drawn from a range of locations such as Morocco, Algerian, Palestine, India, Nigeria, and the
Caribbean.
Major Topics
1. Subaltern voices
2. Writing Back against Literary Presentations of Africa
3. Pan-African Education in Ghana via Ama Ata Aidoo
4. The Diaspora via Peter Abrahams
5. Postcolonial deconstruction colonial constructions of knowledge and power
6. Anti-colonial struggles against subordination

Research Methodology
1. the aim of this module is to consolidate the students’ competence in research techniques (data
collection, argumentation, bibliography).
2. equip students with the necessary skills for organising and writing up their research projects
3 help students design a research proposal and develop research questions
The course offers an overview of the different approaches and challenges involved in academic
research. It initiates students in field work using interviews, surveys and experiments, explores methods
used in critical analysis of texts (discourses) and focuses on approaches as mythological tools for
discourse analysis

Morocco Encounters with the Anglo-American World
The module surveys the historical, commercial, diplomatic and cultural encounters between Morocco
and the Anglo-American world. It stresses interdisciplinarity and raises a variety of issues such as
colonialism, race, cultural geography and space.
The course is taught in Arabic. It provides a survey of the historical, commercial, diplomatic, political
and cultural encounters between Morocco and the Anglo-American world. It studies through
interdisciplinary perspectives British and American perceptions and constructions of Morocco in a wide
range of discourses in anthropology, literature, historical and diplomatic documents, and popular
culture. The course offers ample opportunities to introduce current theories in Postcolonial Studies and
explore them in the study of a number of issues related to race, geographical and cultural spaces,
politics of identity and cultural difference, power, knowledge, and resistance. Moroccan construction of
Otherness is also considered against theories of Occidentalism. Some of the issues the course will deal
with are formulated in the list of topics.

THE ARAB SPRING, MEDIA AND POLITICAL CHANGE
This course
1. provides context for understanding the social, economic and political conditions that led to the Arab
Spring
2. analyses the role of social media in empowering and mobilizing people to organize demonstrations
3. examines how Arab youth protestors use social media as a means for shaping public opinion and
narratives discusses the use of the media by the State to undermine social protests.
‘The Arab Spring, Media and Political Change’ analyzes the production and circulation of the discourse
on political change. The course explores the role media, especially facebook and mobile telephony, has
played in the Arab uprising. It also pays close attention to how political change in the Arab world is a
highly mediated experience the world over, which calls for the development of adequate critical
approaches that can best deal with the subject at hand.

Moroccan Youth Culture and Urban Space
Objectives: the course aims to
1. enable students to apply key interdisciplinary theoretical perspectives (anthropological, postcolonial,
critical, cultural studies, discourse and power) to the analysis of Moroccan youth cultures
2. equip them with the ability to analyze diverse Moroccan youth cultures and their multiple influences
on society and culture
3. examine spatial and gender dynamics in the fashioning of Moroccan youth cultures.
4 help students identify and analyze the impacts of global media and international processes on youth
cultures and identities
5. analyse youth’s interaction with urban spaces
6. reflecting on culture & identity in postcolonial urbanity in Morocco.
‚Moroccan Youth Culture & Urban Space‘: The university is a youth space par excellence, and yet we
rarely design up courses that are for and about young Moroccans. So this course remedies this lacuna by
examining the contribution of youth cultural movements to a changing sociality in Morocco. It
examines the nature and forms of youth culture in Morocco’s urban spaces, especially in the big cities
like Casablanca, Fez and Marrakech. It aims at exposing to the students some basics of methodology in
social research in the context of studying the forms of youth culture such as clothing, music and other
youth lifestyles as the interface of global flows and local culture.
The course is organised in terms of (a) close readings of representations about youth in book and video
and (b) follow-up discussions and practical work presented by each student. For the students have to

give individual presentations in class about field work they are required to do about how Moroccan
youths’ self-representation, look at society and dream of their future lives.
Course outline includes:
1. Key concepts, terminologies, theoretical perspectives and methods used to study youth
2 Relationships between economic processes, media representations, urban space and the production of
youth cultures
3 Youth and religious identifications
4. Unemployed Youth diploma holders and urban protest
5. Who controls the public space: Youth or State?
6. How Moroccan youths reinforce, challenge, debate, and reinvent social, cultural, and national values
7. Youth’s negotiation of social justice, human rights, and democracy
8. University and students’ political activism
9. Understanding analyzing Media representation of Moroccan youth
10. Veiling or unveiling: religious identification in the urban space
11. Youths and educational reform
12. Gender and sexuality in the public and in cyber space

Film Theory and Criticism
Objectives: the course aims to
1. study cinema, an art form which has become a global phenomenon with a far reaching influence on
society and culture
2. familiarize students with the major theoretical positions and debates in film theory including
deconstruction, existentialism, Marxism, phenomenology, and psychoanalysis
3. give students the critical and analytical tools necessary to develop their ability to close read and
interpret films
4. develop students’ ability to identify meaningful elements in a film text and produce critical
arguments about them.
5. teach students to understand of how cinema works as a medium, art form and practice
6. how cinema signifies: produces and communicates meanings
7. understand the processes involved in film production and circulation
‚Film Theory and Criticism‘ is designed to offer an introduction to the study of film through a survey of
the major theories of reading movies. Critical focus shifts from conventional debates about cinema in
terms of whether it is an art or a means of social commentary to contemporary readings which broach
cinema as a cultural form. Students will be given opportunities to learn about film through class
participation, reading texts and articles, writing a paper, and critiquing films.

Recommended movies include: Frozen River, English Patient, London River, Anna and the King, Zulu
etc.
Course outline:
Film Genres, Language and narratives
Cinematography & film production.
Film analysis: themes, worldviews, and propaganda
Film criticism & interpretation.
Film theory
Film and Mass Culture

Gender and Media Analysis
Course provides students with concepts, approaches and methodology to be able to do the
following:
1. Recognize diversity across audiences, content and producers of media
2. Identify stereotypes of gender and sexual identity in media representation
3. Analyze media discourse in context of cultural and social identities
4. Analyze how reality is socially and discursively constructed by media
Gender and Media Analysis‘ examines representations of race, class, gender, and sexual identity in the
media (film, television, print journalism, advertising). It looks at the coverage of the private and public
lives as well as the configuration of the female body in American, British and Moroccan media. Issues
such as masculinity/femininity, beauty, virginity, marriage and motherhood are debated. Media
representations are approached as a site for the reinvention and redefinition of gender roles, the body,
sexuality, and subjectivity.
Course topics:
1. News: Texts, Institutions,
2. Authorship and spectatorship
3. Images, Representation, Language and Ideiology
4. Media, Culture and Society
5. Representation of Femininity in visual discourse
6. Global Media: Global Culture and Cultural Identities
7. Gendred Visual Orientalism
8. Narrating the nation in the Moroccan television
9. Sexuality in soap operas

Screening Morocco
1. The course introduces students to Orientalism in Hollywood cinema on Morocco and how Moroccan
cinema deconstructs such orientalism.
2. Students will acquire the skills of interpret films to interweave visual and the ideological as a means
of explaining how representations of the Orient/Other and Self/Morocco were shaped and received.
3. Have a broad understanding of the issues and the theoretical debates surrounding the subject and
filmic representation.
Through a detailed analysis of a selection of Moroccan films and Western films on Morocco, the course
reflects on the aesthetic and politics of representing Selfhood and Otherness on the silver screen.
Students will have the opportunity to screen and study a wide range of films and television material,
including fiction and documentary (Badis, Door to The Sky, Ali Zawa, Zidou al Gouddam, The Wind
and the Lion, Ishtar, Sahara, Casablanca etc). For their research projects, each student is expected to
produce a short film (in documentary form). The Moroccan Cultural Studies Centre to which most of
the Master Programme staff are affiliated has the appropriate equipments for such a project.
Course topic: politics of representation

Research Project
In this module students start their MA research project under the supervision of an instructor from the
Master Programme. In this semester each student will have to choose a research topic, collect data,
compile a relevant bibliography and write a detailed proposal and outline.

Final thesis
Writing a final thesis
- Initiation into doctoral research
The requirements for this module consist of writing a final thesis (80-100 pages) that is based on the
work done in module 6 (semester 3) with the help of a supervisor from the master program. This work
should reflect the techniques and skills of research that the student has been able to acquire from
previous modules on research methodology, as well as it may equip him/her with competence needed
for further doctoral studies. The thesis should be submitted in early May for committee examination,
and the same committee can schedule a defence in late May.

Gender and Development. Research Seminar.
This seminar tackles human development and gender related issues. Research and themes to be
undertaken are embedded within the theories analyses elaborated to sort out problems having to do with
development (Human, social, cultural, economic, political, etc.) in relation to Gender studies in

Morocco and other Arab countries. This module, taught in the form of a number of seminars, provides
students with the methodological and theoretical skills to be able to do the following:
1. Conduct scientific research along with International Scientific Academic norms in Gender and
Development domain.
2. Thinking of a topic
3. Data collection and analysis
4. Theories and methodology in Gender and development research
5. Ethical Practices in Gender and Development Research
6. Encourage fieldwork research on the representations of women at the economic, legal, political and
cultural levels.
Research areas includes:
1. Gender and Law
2. Gender and Representations (Socio-cultural)
3. Gender and ethnicity
4. Gender and Immigration
5. Gender and Employment
6. Gender and Leadership
7. Gender and Policy Making
8. Gender and Civil Society

Concept of MA program
MA in Economics
UNIVERSITY OF SOUSSE

DEVELOPERS OF THE CONCEPT:
Henda EL GHARBI, Ines ELAISSI, Nihed MRABET AND Sonia MAKNI
The volume of MA program
Educational level
Branch of knowledge
Speciality
Educational and professional program
Qualification
Duration

Master
Economy

2 years

Rationale
The courses on gender are introduced to students enrolled in the Master's Degree in Economics and
Finance. The objective is to raise the interest of our students on "gender issues, a transdisciplinary
concept often overlooked by our Tunisian researchers. Yet it is regaining an important place after the
period of political transition. Since the revolution, new actors have entered the political arena, thus
changing the balance of power and the rules of functioning within organizations. The legality of the
gender has become the most demanded subject in the constitutional assembly, media and by the
protesters. Thus, groups of women activists appeared to defend the rights of the Tunisian women.

By placing gender as a descriptive and explanatory tool of Tunisian economic development, we will try
to examine the power of women in the organization as an employee or employer. Organizations today
are increasingly sensitive to gender issues. The gender cannot be summarized only by the fact that there
are a significant number of women in the organization. Gender should also be examined at the level of
strategic decision-making. In other words, we will try to approach:

-

The place of women in the board of directors in order to evaluate her decision-making power.

-

The funding procedures granted to women entrepreneurs and degree of empowerment.

-

The degree of organizational and professional commitment of the salaried woman as well as the
degree of commitment of women in social entrepreneurship projects.

Therefore, introducing a gender perspective into the research master's path allows:
-

Broadening the boundaries of the discipline and opening up to themes related to gender

-

To integrate women into studies that concern them and from which they are excluded. Thus the
analysis is no longer done only from a traditional point of view (masculine?),

-

To offer students the opportunity to become familiar with gender studies and to have reflections
and concerns in this field,

-

To have a better interpretation of gender-related indicators,

-

Discuss new approaches and methods on gender,

-

To develop research on the Tunisian context,

-

To mobilize qualitative approaches in gender studies and to use mapping techniques to
understand the disparity observed between men and women,

-

To propose critical readings of certain articles in relation to feminist theory and gender theory.

-

Provide the students with background knowledge relating to enable them to better understand
the existing gender inequalities in the granting of a micro credit.

-

Help students to understand how to increase credit access

Students will obtain skills:
Students will have the opportunity to develop their knowledge of:
- Feminist and gender-related approaches in analysis of economic processes
- Appropriate methodological tools in gender issues,
- Interpretation and discussion of gender indicators
- Databases and useful links on gender
Career of graduates:
Students can develop a profile that opens doors to them in areas specific to the job market. So our
students will have the opportunity to hold the following positions :
- Teacher researcher specialized in themes on gender,
- A consultant or researcher in the ministries of women, education, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), associations, public administration
- Assign

student with a profile in gender studies which may allow him to apply for jobs in

governmental or national women organizations.
-Encourage students (especially female ones ) to apply for a large individual loans necessary for the
establishment of their small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

Table I: Structure of the MA Programme

No

Course Title

Hours

OB1
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1st semester
Advanced micro-economy
42
International economic relationship
21
Taxation theory and principals
42
Economic theory of taxation
21
Qualitative data econometrics
42
21
Gender and corporate governance
2nd semester
Economic analyses of law
42
Instrument and Financial circuit
42
21
Gender and microfinance
21
Gender and taxation inequality
Game theory
42
Applied Computers
21
3rd semester
42
Sociology of Taxation
Financial system
21
International Finance
42
Serial Econometrics
42
21
Gender and Social Management
Economy of Tunisia
21
th
4 semester
Research Paper
300







SHORT DESCRIPTION OF ALL COURSES OF THE MA PROGRAM
Gender and Corporate Governance
Within the discipline of economics, the subject of Gender and corporate governance has connections to
many areas. Since corporate governance is dealing with leadership structures, the monitoring of
leadership as well as creating corporate performance. This course covers the followingthemes:The Place
of

Gender

in

the

Economic

Environment,

The

challenges

of

integrating

women

intocorporategovernance bodies, The impact of gender diversity on the Board of Directors on corporate
performance andGenderdiversityinto the Board of Directors and financial market behavior.The
Tunisiancontextwill be taken into consideration in order to investigate whether there are differences
between women and men in the board of directors and the impact on created value.
The course aims to introduce the determinants and issues of genderdiversity in the composition of
corporategovernance structures,to debate on the feminization of corporate governance structures, to

highlight the theoretical reflections on the composition and the presence of women in the board of
directors, and to show that the feminization of corporategovernance structures involvefinancial and
economicconcerns.

. .

Gender and microfinance
Microfinance and Gender is a socio-economic issues which is now firmly on the agenda of many
governments, international donors and bilateral founders. In fact, Microfinance, is widely recognized as
a strategy to fight poverty. Yet, a significant proportion of the poor people worldwide who still lack
access to financial services are women, and any attempt to tackle poverty and address the most
important development goal must focus on them. That is why it become crucial that microfinance
address gender challenges on empowering the poor and especially women.
The course aims at debating on the main following issue: Microfinance theory and a background to
gender issues, Inequality between microfinance programs targeting women and those that take a
broader gender-based approach, Microfinance as a tool for women’s empowerment, Microfinance
and Increased Access for Women and Gender challenges for microfinance in Tunisia.

Gender and Fiscal Equity
This course is designed to students of economics who studied in Master Research on Financial and
Fiscal Economy.The main focus of the course is to study the manner in which taxes and taxes policy
may impact gender equality. Some theories on gender equality will be addressed in this course such as
the liberal feminist’s theory, social science theories…etc.
It aims are as follows: To gain a solid understanding of the patterns and constraints of fiscal policy, To
examine gender budget initiatives and to review and debate what we know and don’t know about how
fiscal policies can work to close gender gaps.
Gender in social and Human management
The course brings into view the concept of gender in human social management by focusing on the
latest research centered around the following themes: entrepreneurship (1), organizational commitment
(2), group dynamics (3) resistances to change (4). The Tunisian context will be taken into consideration
in order to investigate whether there are differences between women and men in the three abovementioned priority themes. Thus, the course tries to raise a reflection related to the incorporation of
gender research questions in the Tunisian context through a rather qualitative approach.
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UNIVERSITY OF MANOUBA
February 2017

DEVELOPERS OF THE CONCEPT:

The volume of MA program
Educational level
Branch of knowledge
Speciality
Educational and professional program
Qualification
Duration

Master
"Knowledge and Expertise of Physical Activity"

2 years

3 specialization courses:
Physiology and biomechanics of exercise
Human and Social Sciences applied to SPA
Didactics and intervention in SPA

Training Aims:
This training concerns students who wish to pursue researches in the field of Didactics
of Physical Education




-

Deepening scientific knowledge of the educational potential of the SPA (Sports and Physical

Activity)

-

Deepening knowledge, pedagogical and didactic skills

-

Developing elaboration techniques of program and programming:

 Design, manage, process and evaluate national programs.
 Developing teaching curricula for PSE (short-term, medium-term and long-term programming).
 Participate in the development of settlement projects.

Design pedagogical projects in SPE (Sports and Physical Education).
-Develop competencies in the analysis and evaluation of teaching.
-Program and project evaluation technique.
-Further training in the field of Research in Educational Didactics in SPE in different school levels.
-To acquire competences in the field of ongoing teachers training

2- Detailed description of Master in Didactics and Intervention in SPA
Semester1
Type TU

Volume of hours of

(Fundamental

Constitutive Element of TU

Teaching

/

(CETU)

Unit

transversal

Classroom training (14 weeks)

Coefficients

Number of

Modality
Of Assessment

Granted Credits
CETU

/

Course WL

PW

(if

TU

(if

Other

optional)

necessary)

Ongoing

Final

Assessment

Exam

TU

necessary)

Evaluation and energetic
of

+

14
Physical

TUmr1.1 :
Biological
Aspects of

capacities
and motoric
abilities
in
school
environment
Motoric

Motricity

fundamental

2
learning
and

7
+

optimisation
process
of
Motoric performance in school
environment
Physical Activities and
biological rhythm in school

21

+

21

+

environment
Sociology of education and
TUmr1.2 :
Historical,
Psychological and
Social

fundamental

relational dynamics in
School environment particularly
in PSE classe

Approaches

Motor learning and

Of Physical

Motor conducts

Education

History and epistemology of SPE

14

10

7

2
+

+

14

Analysis and exploitation
TUmr1.3 :

of documents,information

Methodology
and training to

research (bibliographic

Rsearch

fundamental elements)

+

14
4

1

-1

Seminar :Methods and
techniques of investigation

14

+

3

Scientific English

14
+

TUmp1.4 :
Training and
teaching :

Disciplinary Specificities,
fundamental

28

Didactic spécifity of

Problematics

each discipline, towards a

Of didactic

Compared didactics.

14

6

2

+

6

2

+

relations

-Sciences and deontology
-Sports Politics
TUmr1.5 :

optional

-Construction and analysis of

Optional

Video sequences for a differed

Teaching

observation

Unit

- Questions Analysis
socially vivid : innovation,
social change, ICT ...
-Docimology in EPS

42

+

(2 options au choix)
Total

220 hours

30
credits

Semester2
Type de l’UE

Volume of classroom
training hours

(fundamental
TU

/

Crédits accordés

Modality
Coefficients

of evaluation

(14weeks)

Constitutive Element of TU

transversal

Nombre des

(CETU)

/
optional)
CETU
Cour
s

W
L

PW Other

(if
necessary)

CETU

TU

Ongoing
Assessme
(if
TU
nt
necessar
y)

Final
Exam

Deepening of

TUmr2.1 :
Didactics of
SPE

fundamental Knowledge in didactics of
Disciplines and didactics of

21

+

the SPE.
Training system
Analysis and didactic methods
Of APS (1): Construction of
Teaching content

3
14

7

+

(Internal logic of PSA)
- Curricular analysis of the content
of teaching and organization of
teaching in primary and secondary
education

+

Stage 1:

TUmr2.2 :
Stage and

14

fundamental -Design and development of
research subject

Memory

14

-Analysis of interactions

45

3

+

7

In a situation of intervention

TUmr2.3 :
Methodology
and
training
research (2)

Scientific English

14

+

Appropriation of scientific and
methodological knowledge
necessary for the development of a
research project.

14

+

Descriptive and inferential
statistics

14

4

2

fundamental

+

fundamental - Observation techniques

- Analysis of in situ and deferred
didactic sequences.

TUmr2.4 :
Analysis and
evaluation of teaching

- Evaluation of teaching
28

14

6

2

+

6

2

+

-Sciences and Deontology
TUmr2.5 :

-Sports Policy

Unit of Optional
Teaching

-Construction and analysis of
sports training strategies
optional

-Analysis of social issues:
innovation, ICT ...

42

-Docimology

(2 options to choose from)
Total

220 hours

30
credits

+

Teaching Unit

Type of TU

Volume of classroom training

Numbre of

(Fundamental

hours(14 weeks)

Credits granted

/

Constitutif Element of TU

transversal

(CETU)

CETU

Cour
se

/

Coefficients

TD

TP

Other

(if ncessary)

Modality
Of evaluation

ECUE

TU

optional)

(if
TU
necessa
ry)

Ongoing

Final

exam

exam

Didactic treatment of PSA (2):
Intervention in the context of
preparation for teaching from

TUmr3.1 :

Various training projects in
place: IO, SPE programs project
of establishment and pedagogical
project of SPE

Didactics of
SPE

21

Curriculum analysis of the
content of teaching and
organization of teaching in the
preparatory and secondary cycle
(preparatory and secondary
school)

+

5

3

fundamental

Sports training and teaching of
SPE

14

+

14

+

Assessment and learning in
initial and continuing
fundamental education

TUmr3.2 :
Teaching of
SPE
ongoing
training

Establishment of a process of
continuous training for
teachers of the PE

et

Construction and conduct of a
research paper

UEmr3.3 :
Methodology
and

fundamental Deepening of methodological
tools: Informatics, statistics

21

+

5

2

14

21

+

14

14

7

3

+

+

+

+

training
research (2)

SCIENTIFIC ENGLISH

14

+

7
Stage 2 : Seminars :
Critical analysis of scientific
information

UEmr3.4 :

Construction of research
centered on in situ and deferred
observation

59
Stage
fundamental

7

3

+

-Sciences and Deontology
-Sports Policy
-Construction and analysis of
sports training strategies
-Analysis of social issues:
innovation, ICT ...
-Docimology

TUmr3.5 :

optional

42

6

Unit of Optional
Teaching

Total

(2 options to choose from)

220 hours

30
credits

2

+

Semester4
Type

Volume of classroom training hours
(14 weeks)

of TU

Coefficients

Number of
credits
granted

Modality
of Evaluation

(Fundamental

Teaching

constitutif element of TU
/

Unit

transversal

CETU

CETU

(CETU)
Course WL

PW

Others

(if necessary)

TU

/

Ongoing

Final

assessment

Exam

(if necessary TU

optional)

Internship 3 : processing
and finalization of
research
Memoire
and

fundamental

14 286

30

diffense

Total

300 hours

30
credits

+

+

3- Description of internships and practical activities at the end of studies (objectives,
organization, Duration, location, activities, internship report, credit values, validation ...)

-The internships (Duration: 418 hours) are conducted in the form of seminars and in specialized
laboratories in order to develop the scientific and methodological knowledge necessary for the
analysis and development of teaching content in schools and Treatment of different didactic
obstacles.
-Credit Values: 44 credits
-The internship should enable the student to develop his / her cognitive skills related to the critical
analysis of scientific information as well as the development of his or her skills in the design,
implementation and evaluation of PSE teaching.
In addition, these internships will allow the student to confront the difficulties related to the
teaching/ learning process and to know how to manage the different aspects.
4- Interconnections between the semesters of the course, bridges, evaluation and progress

Access Conditions to the Master:
In M1: «Master in PE in didactic as an option»: Open access to the best basic fundamental
PE licensees (according to the criteria established by the Master's commission), within the
limit of the capacity of reception.
Open access to the best Masters in STAPS (according to the criteria established by the Masters
Commission), within the limit of the capacity of reception.
Students who hold another license may submit an application to the ad hoc committee of the
specialty.
Students not in possession of a license mentioned above wishing to benefit from a validation of
studies.

Concept of educational and professional program
Educational Measurement.
Gender Studies: Research
Olga Avramenko, Renat Rizhniak, Oleg Semeniuk, Iryna Lupan, Natalia Pasichnyk,
Snephan Paraschuk, Liudmyla Yaremenko, Kateryna Akbash, Antonina Vatuliova.

Kirovohrad Volodymyr Vynnychenko State Pedagogical University
15th January 2017

DEVELOPERS OF THE CONCEPT
Doctor of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Professor Olga Avramenko, Doctor of
History, Professor Renat Rizhniak, Doctor of Philology, Professor Oleg Semeniuk, Ph.D.,
associate professor Iryna Lupan, Ph.D., associate professor Natalia Pasichnyk, Candidate of
Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Associate Professor Snephan Paraschuk, Ph.D.,
associate professor Liudmyla Yaremenko, Candidate of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Kateryna Akbash, Antonina Vatuliova.
The volume of MA program
Educational level
Branch of knowledge
Specialty
Educational and professional program
Qualification

120 ECTS credits (3600 hours)
Master
01 Education
011 Educational Sciences
Educational Measurement. Gender Studies: Research
2433.1 Researcher (information analyst)

Apprenticeship
2 years
1
Objectives of the program
To ensure students acquire knowledge, skills and understandings relating to
educational measurement, including gender research in education and behavioral
sciences, to give them possibilities to carry out their work independently.
To prepare students for successful mastering of complex applications for scientific
research and development, experts in communication, teachers, supervisors in
educational and social structures, including structures that perform gender studies.
2
1

Subject area

2

Focus program

3

program orientation

3
1

Carreer of graduates, employment and further education
− in education institutions of II-IV levels of
accreditation;
Career of graduates
− in the departments of education of any level;
− in the assessment centers of education quality;
− in centers of testing;
− in the scientific organizations involved in projects to
assess the quality of education;
− in the organizations offering services in the design
tool for assessing the quality of education;
− in HR-organizations and personnel services;
− in the
services of certification and in the
organizations of licensing;
− in the centers of certification of required skills;
− in the scientific organizations involved in projects to
assess the professional
competencies
and
requirements for professional qualifications;
− in organizations that perform gender research and
develop new scientific approaches to improving
methods of gender indexing, and others.
Further education
Doctoral programs in behavioral sciences and statistics

2
4
1

2

Characteristics of the program
Behavioral science: pedagogy, psychology, sociology,
political science, and others.
Research aspect of the program involves testing,
evaluating, usage quantitative methods in gender studies
Educational and professional program is practically
oriented

The style and methods of teaching
Approaches to Learning
Combining of lectures, practical and laboratory lessons,
consultations, writing term papers, course projects, selfdependent work, training practices on educational
measurement, design of diploma project
The assessment system
Written and oral exams, credits, defense of training
practices, defense of coursework and course projects,

particularly focused on gender studies, defense of
diploma (qualification work), the state qualifying exam.
5
1

2

3

Program competences
Social
and The ability to apply their knowledge and understanding, and
personal
ability to solve problems in new situations in a broader (or
competences
multidisciplinary) context than the educational measurement and
gender studies.
Ability to integrate knowledge, overcome difficulties and
formulate judgments based on incomplete or limited data, taking
into account ethical and social responsibility regarding their use.
The ability to take responsibility for the management and
transformation, which are characterized as a complex and
unpredictable and require new strategic approaches, in terms of
the chosen work, study
The ability to carry out gender analysis of information in
education, politics and economy.
The ability to distinguish between theoretical approaches to the
phenomenon of gender, to analyze the stages of its development,
the main characteristics, social institution of gender.
general scientific Knowledge of philosophy (including gender philosophy),
competences
psychology, pedagogy, that contribute to the development of
general culture and socialization that lead a personality to ethical
values.
Knowledge of basic branches of mathematics in the volume
which is necessary for mastering of mathematical tools in
psychology, pedagogy; ability to use mathematical methods in
educational measurement and gender studies.
Knowledge of basic sections of statistics in the volume which is
necessary to master the statistical tools of psychology and
pedagogy; ability to use statistical methods in educational
measurement and gender studies.
Basic knowledge of computer science that are necessary for
mastering general professional disciplines of educational
measurement and Gender Studies.
Knowledge of foundations of gender theory, modern trends in the
study of gender relations, methodological aspects and
terminology apparatus of Gender Studies.
The ability to use knowledge of gender theory to apply gender
approach in education.
Instrumental
The ability for business oral and written communication in
competences
modern Ukrainian and foreign language.
The ability to write in a foreign language research reports and
articles, particularly on gender issues.
The ability to conduct scientific and applied research through
information technology.

4

General
professional
competences

5

Specialized
professional
competences

Knowledge of research methodology, Knowledge of methods of
research and analysis of educational systems and processes,
understanding the complexity of educational systems and
processes, understanding of their variety and multifunctionality,
interaction and conditions of existence for the solution of practical
and scientific tasks in education and gender studies.
Knowledge of mathematical methods for constructing and
analyzing models of educational systems and processes and for
development of new mathematically grounded tools and methods
in education research.
Knowledge of the requirements of applicable national and
international standards in the field of education, methods and
means of developing and monitoring their compliance.
Knowledge of basic methods and approaches to the organization,
planning, management and monitoring of work on the design,
development and implementation of educational and social
projects.
Knowledge of basic methods and approaches to the organization,
planning, management and monitoring of work on the design,
development and implementation of educational and social
projects.
Knowledge of basic theoretical approaches, theories, basic and
applied areas of pedagogy to solve scientific and applied
problems in education.
Knowledge of basic theoretical approaches, theories, basic and
applied fields of psychology to solve scientific and applied
problems in education.
Knowledge of methods and techniques of gender analysis of
school collectives, university collectives and other collectives.
Knowledge of the methodology and methods of gender analysis
of legal relations
Knowledge of methods and techniques of gender analysis of
political relations.
Knowledge of the specific of construction of interdisciplinary
approaches to gender analysis.
The skills to select and apply methods of assessment and
measurement appropriate for decision-making in education and
professional selection, including gender-sensitive.
The skills to interpret the results of the evaluation and
measurement procedures.
The skills to make decisions about individuals and groups of
individuals based on the interpretation of the measurement and
evaluation procedures results; skills to plan the learning process
and skills to develop new and improve existing training and
educational programs.
the skills to make scaling and to inform stakeholders and wider

social strata about the results of educational measurement, their
interpretation and decisions based on these results.
Knowledge of technical, legal and ethical requirements to means
of evaluation and measurement; skills to determine compliance
of means of assessment and measurement, procedures of their
implementation and information on the results of their application
with these requirements,
Knowledge of methods and means of computerizing of the
evaluation and measurement and analysis of their results, the
skills to use them.
The ability to select and develop procedures for monitoring
educational programs and processes.
The skills to select and to develop procedures for monitoring
educational programs and processes.
The ability to apply mathematical and statistical methods to
process the results of gender studies in behavioral sciences.
The ability to use statistical methods to calculate and compare
statistical indicators of gender equality.
The ability to analyze a present state and a future state, and make
short-term and long-term forecasts of indicators of gender
equality.
6
1

Learning Outcomes
To be able to formulate the goals, tasks, object and subject of pedagogical research at
the stage of planning the learning process.
To be able to develop a program of empirical pedagogical research at the stage of
planning the educational process and to select appropriate methods consistent with the
objectives and terms of its conducting.

2

To be able to analyze and describe the cultural environment, interests, skills and abilities
of people, who study, in the educational process planning.
To be able to distinguish theoretical approaches to the phenomenon of gender; to have
an notion of social history, stages of development, the main characteristics of the
phenomenon of gender.
To be able to analyze gender relations in different societies, social processes and
social institutions, to understand their characteristics.
To be able to analyze the functioning of cognitive processes, to manage own cognitive
activity and activities of persons enrolled.
To be able to determine the purpose of psychodiagnostic research of cognitive
processes, collect information on their progress and effectiveness.
To be able to adopt effective methods to study cognitive sphere of personality.
To be able to use diagnostic tools in compliance with ethical and psychometric
requirements, to process the results.
To be able to analyze and interpret the results of diagnostic studies, to draw conclusions

and predictions about the future development of cognitive properties of person.
To be able to apply corrective and developing cognitive training techniques to work
with students.

3

To be able to identify and resolve contradictions of pedagogical process.
To be able to use information and telecommunication technologies to analyze the results
of formative assessment.
To be able to find the measures of position, of dispersion and a shape of distribution of
random value which is measured in metric and non-metric scales.
To be able to find the correlation coefficients for metric and non-metric variables, to
construct a model of unidimensional and multidimensional regression analysis.
To be able to construct an empirical distribution function, histogram, polygon
distribution of the sample.
To be able to find interval and point estimates of unknown parameters of distribution.
To be able to use methods of testing statistical hypotheses.
To be able to build a matrix and profiles of test answers.
To be able to apply mathematical and statistical packages for processing the results of
educational measurement.
To be able to interpret the results of testing data in the design and application of the test.
To be able to calculate basic statistical characteristics of test items within classical test
theory and IRT.
To be able to build items characteristic curves and curves of individual test takers.
To be able to build informational curves of items and test.
To be able to estimate latent parameters by method of moments and by method of
maximum likelihood estimation within the IRT; be able to interpret the results.
To be able to interpret psychometric characteristics of test items and tests.
To be able to standardize the test.
To be able to use the ANOVA, correlation and factor analysis in the design of the test.

4

To be able to scale educational measurement results.
To be able to equalize different versions of test on a single metric scale during the
mathematical processing of results.
To be able to formulate the goals, tasks, object and subject of research on the
educational process at schools, groups of schools of different types and regions.
To be able to adopt a system of quality indicators for monitoring the quality of
education at schools and groups of schools.
To be able to plan and carry out comparative pedagogical research.
To be able in research process to identify advanced pedagogical experience, to
generalize and disseminate it; to make recommendations on the effective use of teacher
qualifications, experience and capacity; to identify new problem situations; to detect
errors in the objectives, plans, standards, established by the administration of the

5

6

7

8

institution or regional educational department.
To be able to calculate the standard error of measurement.
To be able to explore the characteristics of tests reliability in the classical and
generalized tests theories
To be able to investigate the validity of the test.
To be able to analyze the quality of the educational program from the positions of
different customers and recipients of educational services.
To be able to analyze the quality of management of the implementation of educational
program.
To be able to determine optimal ways of implementing curricula and educational
programs according to educational qualification level, taking into account modern
conceptual approaches to training.
To be able to allocate the psychological aspects of interdisciplinary problems of
cognitive science and adopt the most appropriate approach to their decision.
To be able to give pithy characterization of methods and organizational forms of
university teaching, to substantiate their choice in specific situations.
To be able to plan the process of distance learning.
To be able to plan the students' research work.
On the basis of the results of pedagogical analysis, expertise and design of
intellectually developed and personally oriented direction of education, to be able to
apply modern educational technology in the process of selection and development of
tools and methods of educational measurement, based on learning objectives,
capabilities, abilities and personal characteristics of students, their aptitudes and
interests in the process of learning activities.
To be able to form the evaluation criteria in terms of taxonomy of learning objectives.
To be able to formulate objectives and principles of test development and test items.
To be able to create test items of different formes and types.
To be able to work out specification of test items and tests.
To be able to get psychometric characteristics of test items and tests.
To be able to use banks of test items, accompanied with their psychometric
characteristics for designing tests with specified characteristics.
To be able to construct tests of abilities,tests of academic achievements, tests for
licensing and certification of professional activity.
To be able to examine the test and draw conclusions about its validity.
To be able to design tests according the specific of pedagogical control in the field of
humanities.
To be able to design tests according the specific of pedagogical control in the field of
natural sciences.
To be able to compare tests during the design.
To be able to use information and telecommunication technologies to administer the
tests.
To be able to provide expert evaluation of the computer testing means.
To be able to use virtual learning environment for evaluating and measuring the

9
10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17
18

19

20
20.1

academic achievements of individuals and groups of individuals.
To be able to determine the circle of customers and recipients of educational services.
To be able to take critique constructively, be capable of self-criticism, to be able to
assess and present the own experience and achievements, using methods and techniques
of learning, getting new education and development of own personality.
To be creative personality, to use a systematic approach to solving professional tasks,
insistently achieve goals and qualitatively perform work in a professional field.
To be able to plan work on the design and development of system of evaluation and
monitoring of the quality of education, to evaluate necessary time and labor outlays, to
draw up technical specification and business plan, taking into account budget of project,
staffing, skills development, etc.
To be able to use methods of teaching of the elements of the Educational Measurement
and Monitoring of the Quality of Education for education on all levels.
To be able to plan work on the design and development of system of standardized
assessment, to evaluate necessary time and labor outlays, to draw up technical
specification and business plan, taking into account budget of project, staffing, skills
development, etc.
To be master on the techniques of making decisions on the basis of the evaluation
procedures in educational and professional selection, taking into account the socioeconomic needs of society, in compliance with social justice and cultural environment.
To be master of the tools of project management.
To be able to use in practice modern methods of input and intermediate evaluation and
assessment.
To be able to use information and telecommunication technologies for the formative
evaluation.
to be able to use in practice modern methods of final assessment.
To be able to use information and telecommunication technologies in the procedures of
the final assessment.
To be able to use information and telecommunication technologies to administer means
of standardized testing.
To be able to formalize the results of pedagogical assessment, to document them into
form that is easy for examination and analyze, using the methods of visualisation.
To be able to use information and telecommunication technologies to document students'
assessment results.
To be able to collect from various sources and generalize information which is
necessary for the research of quality of educational program.
To be able to use information and telecommunication technologies for collection and
preliminary processing of data which were got at the research of education program
quality.
Learning outcomes oriented on gender studies: the scientific aspect
To be able to apply the basic principles of gender studies to analyze the phenomena and
processes of the educational sphere.
To be able to isolate, compare and generalize the factors of gender stratification.
To be able to develop and implement a gender issue into the educational process.
To be able to detect gender inequality in various spheres of society by using statistical
data.

20.2

20.3

20.4

To be able to carry out gender expertise of different information content.
To be able to carry out gender analysis of activity of the organization (or its unit).
To be able to detect the available types of data, to collect them, to use them for solving
of the specific problems.
To be able to define statistical concepts clearly.
To be able to analyze, assess and disclose the content of statistical information, to
identify cases where concepts are used without proper statistical substantiation.
To be able to transfer statistical information, to identify key relations, causes of
changes and direction of changes in the data; to be able to assess progress towards the
goal through these changes.
To be able to display statistics in tables and graphs correctly, to analyze their meaning in
written and oral form.
To be able to perform content analysis of studied gender phenomena or processes
described in the documents.
To be able to develop different types of questionnaires, questions for interviews,
questionnaires for gender studies in behavioral sciences.
To be able to use sociometric procedure in gender studies.
To be able to record, analyze and summarize the results of observation, interviews,
surveys.
To be able to properly form the sample in different ways for gender studies in behavioral
sciences.
To be able to find basic statistical characteristics of the formed sample.
To be able to determine the research relative error, calculate sampling error.
To be able to find and evaluate the distribution of random variables which based on
experimental data sample, using the goodness of fit and homogeneity criterion; apply
non-parametric criteria of differences in gender studies.
To be able to set the relationship between various gender events in the sample.
Structure of Curriculum of Master Program “Education Measurements”

N
o
1
2
3
4

Course Title

Philosophy of Science
Civil Protection
Psychology of Higher School
Methodology and organization
of scientific research
Design, simulation and
parameterization of tests
Pedagogical evaluation and
monitoring of the quality of
education

90
90
90
90

7
8

Selective courses
Cousework

90
60

9

Design, simulation and

5
6

ECT OB1
S
st
1 Semester
3
+
3
+
3
+
3
+

Hours

SEL2

LEC3

WS5

12
12
16
12

8
8
4
8

360

12

+

50

48

120

4

+

18

18

10

18

18

18

3
2
+
nd
2 Semester
195
6,5
+

+

PR TR6

1
0
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6

parameterization of tests
Pedagogical evaluation and
monitoring of the quality of
education

75

2,5

+

180

6

+

Selective courses

390

13

+

Courseproject

60

2

+

Computer technology in testing

900

3d Semester
30

Internship

360

4th Semester
12
+

Diploma design

520

Selective courses

18

18

+

18

36

70

50

150

150

+

Short information about obligatory disciplines in the Master Program “Education
Measurements”
The aim of the course is to identify the specific intellectual activity type
in the new information society; provision of training students in the field
of philosophy of science as a compulsory subject, providing of
knowledge relevant current level of development of the discipline and
Philosophy of state educational standards of higher education Ministry of Education
Science
and Science of Ukraine.
A study of discipline a student must know concepts and categories of the
philosophy of science; object, method, function and philosophy of
science; features and key aspects of epistemology and epistemology,
methodology, logic.
Course objective is to develop in students the ability to think creatively,
solve complex problems innovative character and make productive
decisions in the field of civil protection, allowing for the future careers
of graduates and scientific and technical progress.
The task involves mastering of new theories, methods and techniques of
Civil Protection
forecasting of emergency, building models of their development,
assessing the risk and justification of a set of measures aimed at
prevention of emergency protection of personnel, population, material
and cultural values in terms of the National Assembly, localization and
liquidation of their consequences .
The aim of the course is to provide general theoretical training in
psychology graduate high school, which will serve as the basis for their
practical work related to teaching.
Psychology of Objectives of the discipline:
Higher School
- Mastering knowledge of the psychological characteristics of students'
period of life;
- Awareness of patterns of professional development and personal
growth of future professionals;

Methodology
and organization
of
scientific
research

Design,
simulation and
parameterization
of tests

Pedagogical

- Studying the psychological aspects of training and education of
students;
- Awareness of the psychological characteristics of scientific and
educational activities and ways of mastering;
- Promote professional and self-determination of students' vocational
teacher identity;
- The development of personal qualities that are important for
professional teaching.
The aim of the course is to familiarize students with relevant concepts,
systems and algorithms and the foundations of scientific research and
providing practical recommendations of scientific publications; the
implementation and execution of projects and theses.
Course tasks:
1. Introducing students
- To the principles of scientific research in Ukraine;
- With features selecting areas of research and definition phases of
research;
- Principles of information support for research;
- The methods of theoretical and experimental studies;
- With design features the results of scientific work; forming practical
skills of rational organization of scientific work;
- With features test the results of scientific work, develop their skills of
public protection.
2. Mastering the students modern methodology of scientific research.
3. Encourage students to research activities.
4. Formation of active, creative, highly skilled professionals.
The course provides the theoretical and practical training in
technology of treatment of the tests results. The aim of this course
is to develop the masters knowledge , abilities ,and practical skills
which are necessary for the analysis and estimation the results of
testing particularly in determination of the reliability and validity
of the test, the estimation of latent parameters and accuracy of
parameters , the scale of the results of educational measurement.
Having studied the course masters can apply the methods of
dispersion, correlative and factor analysis during the modeling and
improvement of the tests.
In particular the course is aimed to generalize, systematize and
master the theoretical knowledge in the calculus of probabilities and
mathematical statistics, acquaintance with basic mathematical
statistics methods of treatment the results of testing and other kinds
of control the - mastering of learning the material.
The course realizes the preparation concerning the theory and
practice of pedagogical measurement as for the using of the tests.
Also, the course is aimed to acquaint the students with modem
state and tendency of the theory and practice of testing, the study of
the specific character of making of the tests, create the methodical
provision of the test, the working out of the methods of
approbation of testing and its organization, treatment and
interpretation of tests results.
The subject of study of the discipline is to study the system of evaluation

evaluation and of educational achievements of students and quality of education in
monitoring of general. Within the course general theoretical and historical aspects of
the quality of evaluation, teacher evaluation and monitoring of the quality of education
education
being considered; principles, methods and types of assessment in the
general and higher education are analyzed; international standards and
regulations governing the evaluation of educational activities are studied;
current state and trends of rating systems around the world are studied;
current program and results of national and international comparative
studies of the quality of education is studied. In the course students learn
to plan monitoring research, develop tools, collect, process, analyze and
interpret the results.
The aim of the course is to provide professional training of masters using
computer technology, conducting and processing the results of test
Computer
studies. The future masters will get abilities and skills to work with a
technology in
wide range of software products for testing, will be capable of using
testing
virtual educational environment and will have a thorough knowledge of
modern computer technology in testing.
Short descriptions of courses in specialisation ’Gender Studies’
Survey Sampling in Psychology, Sociology and Pedagogics
The objectives of this course are to teach basic ideas of sampling from an applied
perspective. The course will cover the main techniques used in actual sampling practice —
simple random sampling, stratification, systematic selection, cluster sampling, multistage
sampling, and unequal selection probability. The course will also cover sampling frames, cost
models, sampling error estimation techniques, non-sampling errors and compensation for
missing data.
This course is designed for students interested in understanding survey sampling
methods and applying them in practice. Introductory course work in applied statistical
methods (at least one and possibly two semesters of basic statistics) is strongly
recommended. However, the emphasis will be on understanding the concepts and the
implications of derivations rather than the derivations themselves and using sampling in the
gender research.
Foundations in Gender Studies
The course of «The Fundamentals of Gender Studies» aims to holistically and
systematically give the common patterns of origin and development of Gender Studies as a
new interdisciplinary, integrative direction of Modern Social knowledge. The
historiographical array of philosophical, social, economic, political, legal and journalistic
literature on gender issues is considered possible to be divided into several parts, given the
structure of the developed course.
First, the individual works of foreign authors in which are revealed the basic
regulations of the theory and history of gender, examined the development of the feminist
movement and the formation of the main directions of modern feminism.

In the course of «Fundamentals of Gender Studies» students will be offered a series of
tasks, implementation of which will facilitate the assimilation of the basic concepts of gender
studies; will develop the skills for using the methodological and basic principles of gender
studies to analyze the socio-economic phenomena and processes; will help to single out,
compare and summarize the factors of gender stratification and carry out the analysis of
gender information. For example, to conduct a gender audit in the Volodymyr Vynnychenko
state pedagogical university; make a gender portrait of the University based on the indicators
of gender sensitivity; conduct gender expertise of educational plans of certain professions;
determine the level of gender sensitivity of the faculty of Physics and Mathematics according
to the specific parameters. There will be also a gender analysis of the content of school
textbooks on economics (I.F. Radionova and the team of authors led by L.P. Krupska) and
the textbook «Financial Literacy» (ed. T.S. Smovzhenko).
Statistical indicators of Gender Equality
The mathematical methods of statistics are widely used in order to evaluate the indicators
of the gender equality. Such area of the usage of the mathematical statistics can be defined by
the concept as gender statistics. Gender statistics is such an area which lies on the crossroad
of the traditional spheres of statistical data, that reflects the life of men and women, which is
directly connected with proper political questions. Gender statistics should reflect the
participation and investments of men and women in all spheres of social-economical life, as
well as real matters and results of the gender inequality. Statistical data of the gender equality
are necessary to the development and monitoring of the politics, planned actions, and
observation of the tendency in the sphere of the gender equality and to inform the society.
Quantitative Methods the Behavioural Sciences
The aim of the course "Quantitative Methods in Behavioral Sciences" is to ensure
professionals in the field of modern theory and practice of educational measurement,
mathematical-statistical instrument for the analysis of research data in the Behavioral
Sciences. The aim of the discipline studying: to familiarize students with the fundamentals of
measurement theory, and the typology of measurement scales and basic traditional methods
of quantitative analyses of empirical sociological research, etc., to introduce the
methodological and procedural aspects of building quantitative models of socio-economic,
political and other phenomena, to show how to use them to explain the status and
development of social processes. Students must learn nonparametric techniques of statistical
hypothesis testing and criteria of the differences, to establish the dependance between the
various gender phenomena in the sample, use the results of research to scientific and practical
conclusions. The course involves the use of computer mathematical and statistical packages
that make possible to perform various types of analysis, verification criteria, data
visualization, etc in short terms and effectively. in the course of the study.
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Objectives of the program
To ensure students acquire knowledge, skills and understanding related to political
science, that will enable them to perform their work independently. To prepare them
for successful mastering of complex programs for scientific researchers and
developers, experts in political science professors, academic experts in analytical
structures. Provide students with extensive information on political science with an
emphasis on critical thinking skills and practical research, the development of
competencies necessary for communication, cooperation and information sharing.

2
1

Characteristics of the program
Political science: The emphasis on modern principles of
management and consulting activities in the political

Subject area

sphere, practical skills for efficiency analysis of
political institutions and processes.
General. The emphasis on broad overview and deep
knowledge of management and consulting activities in
the political sphere, mastering all the necessary
practical skills for efficiency analysis of political
institutions and processes.
Orientation research. The scientific program with a
professional focus on the theory and practice of political
science.
The program develops knowledge of European Studies.
The emphasis on gender dimension of political theory
and practice in historical and contemporary contexts.

2

Focus of the program

3

Orientation of the program

4

Features of the program

3
1

Carreer of graduates, employment and further education
Positions in the state, public or private administrations,
EU institutions, international organizations, public and
Career of graduates
political organizations, media, public relations and
advisory services, scientific, educational and research
institutions.
Further education
The ability to study the program of the third cycle.

2
4
1

2

The style and methods of teaching
Approaches to Learning
Lectures, seminars, consultations, independent work and
self-study in the library and web-based coursework,
master thesis. Style of the study - active, which allows
the student to organize time.
Modern providing of quality education of political
scientists caused by the competence approach to training
and requires continuous improvement and creative ideas.
The combination of modern technology training and
control of knowledge with traditional methods allow to
improve training in terms of practical orientation
required qualifications to meet the requirements of the
labor market and international experience, facilitates
assimilation of qualitatively new Student questions,
forming its skills at each stage of learning material,
activates cognitive activities of students.
The assessment system
Evaluated: Essays, reports and presentations (Power
Point), tests, exams, course work defense, defense of
master's work. Current control at seminars. Each topic
also provides evaluation sessions essays, reports and
presentations (Power Point), controls are also subject to
individual tasks of the student that he received at the
Department and his independent work in extracurricular
time. Semester exams pass by students during
examinations on schedule. Semester tests pass at the last

practical lesson after practice.
Undergraduate thesis is a form of knowledge control of
individual disciplines. It should reflect: the level of
mastery of the basic concepts of the course being studied;
the ability of students to analyze and compile the source
base data and information, and to analyze and propose
solutions to research problems.
Certification of graduates carried out by means of
objective control of the degree of achievement of the
ultimate goals of education and training. Certification is
based on assessing the quality of assimilation of
educational and professional programs of professional
knowledge and skills, the degree of formation of
professional competence system of master degree.
The form of attestation of students is a master's thesis.
Master's thesis - final control of knowledge and skills of
student that demonstrate acquired knowledge, skills and
competencies to regulatory requirements.
5
1
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Program competences
Social and
Criticality and self-criticism. The ability to formulate the
personal
problem, to solve it and achieve a reasonable conclusion using
competences
appropriate information and methodology.
Interpersonal skills and teamwork. Ability to work in a team,
performing a leading role in international and multicultural group.
Work independently to develop strategies and manage time. The
ability to direct the effort, combining the results of different
studies and analysis, timely submitted the result.
The ability to carry out gender analysis of information in politics,
education and economy.
Quality and ethical obligations. Knowledge of standards
necessary for scientific research and publication, including critical
awareness and intellectual honesty.
General scientific Knowledge of philosophy, psychology, pedagogy, that contribute
competences
to the development of general culture and socialization that lead a
personality to ethical values.
Ability to carry out works that illustrate quantitative and
qualitative research skills, including research, collection, analysis,
interpretation and application data.
Knowledge of basic sections of statistics in the volume which is
necessary to master the statistical tools; ability to use statistical
methods in politics and gender studies.
Knowledge resources available for political science research,
including those based on ICT (Information Communication
Technologies) and the ability to use them accordingly.
Ability to formulate and improve important research task, its

3

Instrumental
competences

4

General
professional
competences

5

Specialized
professional
competences

solution to collect the necessary information and draw
conclusions which can be protected in a scientific context.
Ability to use tools of other human, natural and exact sciences
necessary to achieve the goal and solving research problem.
Communication oral and written in native and foreign languages.
The ability to speak and write correctly in accordance with
different communication styles, namely: informal, formal and
scientific.
The ability to conduct scientific and applied research through
information technology.
Ability to demonstrate the breadth and depth of knowledge
concerning significant issues, theories and concepts in political
science.
Ability to apply critical knowledge regarding concepts, theories
and issues in political science to political phenomena.
Ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing in
political science, demonstrating mastery of methodology,
concepts and theories.
Ability to appreciate and cultivate variety and appreciate
differences.
Ability to live and work effectively in a global environment.
Knowledge resources available for political science research,
including those based on ICT (Information Communication
Technologies) and the ability to use them accordingly.
Ability to use different sources and research technologies.
Ability to solve a wide range of issues and problems by
understanding their fundamentals and use both theoretical and
experimental methods.
Ability to critically analyze many issues facing society in the
process of civil discourse, to prepare to become a socially
responsible person who has contributed to the improvement of
society.
Ability to work productively in a group, playing a leading role in
some cases, heading in debates and discussions in international
and multicultural group.
Ability to perform experiments independently, as well as to
describe, analyze and critically evaluate experimental data.
Awareness with basic theoretical approaches that are used to
explain the principles of development of state policy and the
process of decision-making.
Knowledge of the essence and importance of public
administration and policy in the European Union.
Ability to understand the historical evolution and contemporary
character of gender policy.
Ability to apply in political science concepts, theories and
methods to the analysis of decision making, public policy and

related regulatory issues.
Ability to evaluate different interpretations of political issues and
events.
Ability to use evaluation of different approaches to identification,
collection, analysis and presentation of political information.
Ability to carry out works that illustrate quantitative and
qualitative research skills, including research, collection, analysis,
interpretation and application data.
Ability to independently and creatively collect, evaluate and
process information.
Accordance to the scientific standards for accuracy and volume of
localized documentation used and quoted in the tasks in the
master's thesis.
Ability to present written texts and do oral presentations of
various sizes and complexity in their native or another language
needed for the field of the specialization.
Ability to analyze policy documents and texts interpret and
contextualize them properly in the course and master's thesis.
Ability to perform a master thesis that combines tools of related
disciplines, solving important problems concerning the
development and functioning of political institutions and
processes.
Knowledge of the methodology and methods of gender analysis
of legal or political relations
Knowledge of the specific of construction of interdisciplinary
approaches to gender analysis.
The ability to apply mathematical and statistical methods to
process the results of gender studies in behavioral sciences.
The ability to use statistical methods to calculate and compare
statistical indicators of gender equality.
6
1

2
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Learning Outcomes
knowledge of the main directions, problems, theories and methods of philosophy, of
the content of philosophical discussions on problems of philosophy of science and
methodology of scientific knowledge; ability to use terms and categories of philosophy
of science to evaluate and analyze various facts and phenomena; to analyze the main
philosophical and methodological problems, including interdisciplinary ones;
knowledge of methods of critical analysis and evaluation of modern scientific research,
as well as methods of generating new ideas in solving research and practical problems,
including interdisciplinary areas
ability to carry on a conversation in a foreign language within the studied subjects,
observing the grammatical and phonetic rules; ability to make the reports on political
issues; ability to retell on foreign language the contents of the read or listened
professionally-oriented text; translate professional texts from native to the foreign
language and from a foreign into the native one; ability to work with original foreignlanguage literature, to review and annotate scientific literature
ability to search for scientific information in the relevant field of knowledge using
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search services and scientific social networks in the Internet; ability to use ICT for the
publication and dissemination of own research results; ability to use ICT to provide
students with access to various learning resources in an autonomous geographically
remote asynchronous learning mode
ability to apply up-to-date knowledge about intellectual property in professional
activity; ability to apply knowledge of legal documents and regulatory framework of
intellectual property and copyright protection and ability to use them in making
potential decisions that arise in professional activity; ability to apply awareness of
civil, administrative and criminal responsibility for violation of copyright and related
rights in the sphere of professional activities
knowledge of the main methods of research of the European integration process;
ability to analyze english-language texts of professional orientation; knowledge of the
formation and of the functioning of the common policies of the European Union;
knowledge of peculiarities of political, economic and sociological approaches to
European studies; ability to analyze current tendencies of the European integration;
ability to apply basic methods of European studies to the analysis of contemporary
processes in the European Union
knowledge of the problems of modern social life in Ukraine, Europe and the world;
knowledge of current condition, trends and the most important challenges of the global
information society development as a qualitatively new stage of civilization
development; knowledge of major political theories and concepts of the information
society; knowledge of the role and place of Ukraine in the information development of
the world community; understanding the strategic importance of the modern level of
informational development of the country to ensure its competitiveness in the global
economy, ensure high standards and quality of life of the population, social stability
and national security; ability to be aware of the modern development of the
information society; ability to critically analyze various aspects of the information
society development in Ukraine and other countries
ability to implement procedures for processing empirical information in the analysis of
political crises; ability to develop presentation of recommendations regarding
consideration of cultural factors of the development of the political situation in the
conditions of influence of foreign policy factors.
knowledge of the main methods of representing and processing the resulting collected
information; ability to find and interpret averages, the degree of variability and
measures of link; ability to propose and test by means of statistical methods the main
statistical hypotheses; understanding of regression, variance, factorial and cluster
analysis; ability to select and use software for statistical data processing
elaboration and submission of recommendations; setting the agenda and defining the
problem; provision of resources and analytical support of reference consultations,
organization of provision of materials for reference regarding the problems and issues;
defining the goals and objectives of a political campaign (promotion), determining the
most effective implementation of the goals and objectives by the criterion:
consumption of resources – the result
ability to describe the main features of effective forming the problems; ability to apply
informal and formal methods of research; ability to allocate the main stages of the
process of planning and programming; ability to give characteristics of the program
tasks; ability to define the driving forces, the structure and actors of political processes
and the factors affecting their occurrence; ability to understand the essence of a system
of relationships with the authorities, its elements and the need for their use in modern
conditions of market relations and democracy; ability to understand the concepts of
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"strategic thinking", "strategy" and ability to apply them in the management and
planning of government relations; ability to understand the evaluation criteria of GR
programs; ability to apply the results of research during the decision-making process in
the management of GR programs; ability to distinguish the components of GR actions
and components of communication strategy in GR programs
knowledge of the main factors of socio-political development of society and the state,
of fundamental political principles and categories; ability to be aware of the sociopolitical processes at different levels; ability to use political science knowledge in
practical activities for solving socio-political and practical problems; knowledge of the
theory, the basic directions and concepts related to the study of modern state policy in
Ukraine and abroad; knowledge of basic methods and techniques of the study of public
policy and public administration; ability to analyze processes of state and municipal
management, to predict and to find the best options of solving the conflicts of different
nature; ability to be aware of the complex processes of analytical and management
activities, of making and implementing optimal decision
representation of scientific fundamentals of applied political modelling; assessment of
the suitability of the object of study for the application of a political modelling;
application of knowledge of applied political modelling in professional and social
activities
ability to independently conduct political research, elaborate programs for specific
research; to carry out qualified analysis of and to assess the decisions made, decisions
of legislative and executive bodies, party and public organizations and their leaders;
knowledge of the basic concepts of political legitimacy, the place and role of political
institutions in the legitimization/delegitimization of power, terminology of legitimizing
policy; ability to understand the main components of the legitimizing policy; ability to
acquire and objectively analyze political information regarding the level of political
legitimacy of a political object; ability to develop innovative political techniques to
overcome crises of legitimacy and to increase the level of legitimacy
the ability to use both at work and in scientific researches the basic mechanisms of
communicative action, methods of organizing communication in the information
society; knowledge of the methodology of classification of means and forms of mass
communication; knowledge of communication media in the information society;
knowledge of the characteristics of sociological research in the political sphere; ability
to use the sociological and psychological methods to study mechanisms of perception
of the messages of mass communication; ability to use sociological analysis in political
activities
knowledge of the nature and specificity of the interaction of crucial social and nonsocial factors and the political system; knowledge of structure of sociological research
and of the content of research procedures at every stage; knowledge of basic methods
and specialized techniques for the study of political processes; ability to produce,
select, process and analyze data of social processes and political situation in the
country and the world; ability to implement all stages of independent scientific inquiry;
ability to apply sociological methods and specialized techniques to the study of
political phenomena
knowledge of general classifications of today’s legal systems; knowledge of concept,
typology, approaches to the classification of the legal system as an object of scientific
cognition and learning; knowledge of the relationship between the concepts of the
legal system, legal system, sources of law; ability to be aware of the global problems
of legal development in the modern world, integration of Ukraine into the European
legal space; ability to characterize the comparative law, its nature and value; ability to
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conduct research of the mechanism of interaction and the mechanism of convergence
of national legal systems in practical measurement; knowledge of static and dynamic
elements of the legal system; knowledge of comparative legal systems of Ukraine and
other countries; knowledge of legal systems of the interstate integration associations of
Europe; ability to identify the scientific and practical importance of comparative legal
studies and their relationship with international law; ability to educe the features of the
legal systems of the interstate integration associations of Europe
knowledge of the problems of modern social life in Ukraine, Europe and the world and
knowledge of the content of political education of the target audience; knowledge of
the theory of working in the target groups; ability to define the prerequisites for the
application of political and civilizational analysis based on ethno-demographic and
ethno-confessional composition of specific administrative divisions and territorial units
of the state; ability to elaborate the presentation of recommendations regarding cultural
factors in the development of the political situation in the conditions of influence of
foreign policy factors
knowledge of the main methods of representing and processing the resulting collected
information; knowledge of the most important legal procedures related to the
interaction of powers; ability to select and distinguish various legal methods (methods
of legal regulation) for the formulation of specific technologies aimed at achieving
political goals
Learning outcomes oriented on gender studies
knowledge of the fundamentals of international legal and political field to prevent
gender crimes and discrimination; ability to understand the main tasks of the
executive, legislative, and judicial authorities concerning gender equality policies;
knowledge of control functions of the institute of ombudsman (commissioner for
human rights) and of other institutions of implementation and protection of the rights
of women and of observance of gender equality; ability to possess knowledge and
skills of critical assessment of political institutions and political processes from the
point of view of gender approach
ability to understand the concept of gender equality, gender tolerance, gender
dimension of human rights in historical retrospective of their occurrence and with
regard to the subject of study of political science; knowledge of the role and place of
gender approach in political theories and in the system of social sciences; ability to
communicate effectively, to overcome stereotypes and intolerance, to make a
conscious choice and to behave responsibly; ability to be aware of the problems of
modern social life in Ukraine, Europe and the world and to detemine the content of
political education of the target audience; knowledge of the theory of working in the
target groups
knowledge of the historiography of gender studies; ability to define source base of the
research; knowledge of the sex distribution in anthroposociogenezis of ancient and
medieval society; knowledge of gender roles in the industrial, postindustrial and
information societies
knowledge of the sphere of practical application of knowledge of gender
characteristics of individuals and groups; the gender characteristics of a person in
solving particular practical tasks; tolerant perception of gender differences; ability to
differ ethnic content and to consider the cultural context of the formation of gender;
ability to use knowledge in modern psychological anthropology for the analysis,
understanding and resolution of social and psychological problems of violence and
discrimination
ability to collect, present, process and analyze statistical information in gender sphere;

choose the statistical methods of data processing, depending on their type; calculate
and interpret average indicators, measures of variability and measure of relations
between the studied variables; calculate statistical gender-sensitive indicators;
formulate and test basic statistical hypotheses and make reasonable decisions based on
the analysis
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SHORT DESCRIPTIONS OF ALL COURSES
Name of
subject

Purpose of subject

Content of subject

1. Compulsory subjects
1

Philosophy of
Science

Building capacity for critical
analysis and evaluation of
modern scientific
achievements; generating new
ideas in solving research and
practical problems; the use of
modern methods and
techniques of scientific
research.

The basic directions, problems, theories and
methods of philosophy, content of modern
philosophical discussions on philosophy of
science and methodology of scientific
knowledge. Philosophical and methodological
problems of interdisciplinary. Methods for
critical analysis and evaluation of current
research. Technology of planning profession in
the field of research.

2

Foreign
Language

Formation of general and
vocational oriented
communication, language
competence (linguistic,
sociolinguistic and pragmatic).

Working knowledge of grammar, language
forms, a wide range of vocabulary. Speech
professional competence in the field of
communication. The scientific scope of
communication. Sphere of business
communication. International travel Transport.
Life and service. Sightseeing. Business
correspondence. Lines of business
correspondence. Writing a business letter.
Electronic correspondence. Telephone
negotiations.

3

Information
technologies
in science and
education

Form abilities and skills to use
information and
communication technologies in
science, in education and
teaching.

Search, storing, organizing the scientific
information. Means of scientific and project
communication. Preparation, publication and
dissemination of scientific activity. Analysis and
interpretation of scientific information. Methods
and tools for the use of ICT in the learning
process. Geographically remote asynchronous
learning. Electronic educational resources and
learning activities. Specialized learning
management platform. Information management
in the institution. Means of analysis and
interpretation of educational information.

4

Development
strategy of
modern
information
society

Study the features of modern
informative society, causes its
appearance and stimulus for
further development, the
impact on political life, forms
of citizen participation in
politics and political
institutions attempt to respond
to its development and new
opportunities that it provides.

Prerequisites formation and characteristics of
Information Society. Information resources of
society. The infrastructure of the information
society. Information Culture as part of the
information society. Category of State in the
development and establishment of information
society. The national information policy. Modern
strategy of formation and development of
information society in different countries. The
reality of formation and development of
information society in Ukraine.

5

Political crisis Study the basic theoretical and
study
empirical models and
approaches to the analysis of
political crises, their typology
and examine the influence of
political crises on change of
patterns of crisis management
and the efficiency of public
management in general.

The concept of political crisis and crisis
management. Diagnosis of political crises.
Program of anti-crisis measures in the political
administration. Strategies for prevention of
political crises in the world today. The difference
between internal political crises and crises in
international relations. Crisis management today.
Features of overcoming internal party crises
within the political elite competition. The impact
of the political crisis on the development of

institutions of a democratic society.
6

Jointly EU
policy

Formation of ability to carry
out analytical and
organizational work in the field
of European integration.

Research methods of the European integration
process. The process of formation and
mechanism of functioning of European Union
common policies. Features of political, economic
and sociological approaches to European studios.
Current trends of European integration.

7

Gender policy The course aims to familiarize
students with the basic
concepts, approaches and areas
of gender theory, to reveal the
relationship of political
processes with gender factors,
described models, strategies
and forms of implementing the
policy of gender equality, give
practical skills of gender
examination and analysis of
various areas of policies.

Gender as a category of analysis of the sociopolitical processes. The emergence and
development of women's and gender studies.
Gender theory and areas of gender studies. The
women's movement as a socio-cultural
phenomenon. Feminism as a catalyst for the
emergence and establishment of gender policy.
Principles of gender policy. Strategy of Gender
Policy. Types of gender policy. Gender analysis
of political practices. Political relations: gender
aspect. The economic sphere: gender aspect.
Gender equality as a basic principle of gender
policy. Social norms and gender differences in
board education. Gender dimension of education
accessibility. Gender policy in science sphere.
Gender approach in education. Indicators of
gender equality in the sphere of health care.
Gender policy of International Organization of
Health Care. Main factors of gender differences
of diseases. Problem of gender equality in the
health care sphere.

Statistical
methods of
data analysis
in the
behavioral
sciences

Measurement, evaluation and types of
measurement scales. The problem of scale’s
choice. Models of data conversion from nonmetric to metric scale. Models of tests in
behavioral sciences. The problem of the
measurement validity. Measuring of gender
asymmetry. The collection, presentation and
overall analysis of data. Gender mapping. Key
statistical gender-sensitive indicators. Statistical
hypotheses and their testing. Hypotheses about
the absence of differences based on gender.
Measures of relationship in metric and nonmetric scales. The concept of analysis of
variance, factor and cluster analysis. Overview
of the main tasks in the field of behavioral
sciences that can be solved by this analysis.
Multivariate factor analysis of political science

8

Students will be acquainted
with methods of sampling,
estimation, hypothesis testing,
analysis of the interaction
between qualitative and
quantitative variables,
construction of regression
models, analysis of variance,
categorical data analysis.
Students will receive a brief
overview of the factor and
cluster analysis and their
possible use in political
science.

information - gender aspect.
9

Political
consulting

Study the basic theoretical and
empirical approaches to
political consulting,
preparation of strategies for
making political decisions by
entities of policy, to form an
idea of the role and functions
of political expertise in the
implementation of policy
projects and management of
political processes.

Political consultation as a separate, independent
form of political science. Main directions of
consultative activity of political scientist. The
choice of strategy designing policies.
Formulation of policy problems and the choice
of policy instrument. The development and
presentation of recommendations. The adoption
of political decisions. Political expert: basic
requirements, quality, analytical roles.
Implementation of the policy and its impact.
Universal policy options. The analysis and
problem definition. The choice of methods for
problem solving and evaluation of policy
projects.

10

Interaction
with public
authorities
(Government
Relations)

Study the principles of
interaction with state
authorities in a democratic
society and this process in
Ukraine: key issues of planning
and programming,
effectiveness of certain
measures and channels of
communication.

Subject, object and main categories of
Government Relations (GR) as a science. The
system of mass communication in society.
General characteristics of the GR system.
Planning, organization and implementation of
GR. The mechanism of interaction with the
media. Corporate image and its use in GR. The
press release, presentation, press conference,
methods of its organizing and conducting, its
role in the formation, promotion and use of
corporate image. Civil society organizations and
GR. Features of GR in Ukraine.

11

Government
policy

Examine the nature of public
policy, basic theoretical
approaches to the analysis
public administration; develop
the skills of development and
analysis of the effectiveness of
government programs.

Theoretical and methodological basis of the
study of public policy. The structure and
function of public policy. The process of public
administration. Directions of Government policy
implementation. The main actors in government
policy. Political institutions. Republican and
regional level of government programs.
Decision-making in public policy. Assessment of
the political course of government policy.

12

The legal
instrument in
the political
process

Provide knowledge of the laws
of the formation, development
and functioning of the state and
law; issues of human rights;
the concept of legal state and
civil society; legislative system
and law.

The theoretical basis of legal instruments in the
political process. The legal liability of figures of
public policy. Current issues of justice and
public policy. The legal IT.

13

Applied
Policy
Modeling

Formation of system of
knowledge about the nature
and methodology of political
simulation and the ability to
build applied political model.

Simulation of the political process as a kind of
dynamic modeling. Prescriptive and descriptive
modeling. Assessment of placement and
correlation of social and political forces. The
linear method of estimation of political forces.
The construction of scenarios as direction of
political applied modeling. Stages of
construction of scenarios.

2. Selective subjects (2016)
14

Intellectual
Property

Provide knowledge of legal
regulation of relations that
occur at the time of the use,
management and protection of
intellectual property.

General Provisions of intellectual property
rights. Copyright and Related Rights. Patent law.
Intellectual property law on legal means of
individualization of participants of civil
turnover, goods and services. Security and
protection of intellectual property.

15

Education
and gender

This theme explores the gender
dimension of modern
education and methods of
teaching gender studies. The
theoretical course is drawn
from scientific studies on
gender education and teaching
aids for teachers Gender
Studies. However, the focus of
the course is practical skills
trainer in gender studies.

Value of education, gender and politics. Equality
for admission to educational institutions. Equal
conditions for training. Equal conditions of
instruction. Gender stereotypes and prejudice in
education. Manifestations of gender
discrimination and violence in education. Gender
roles and stereotypes: the curriculum. Gender
analysis of educational textbooks. Involving
parents in gender education. The study gender
issues within the context of courses of secondary
and higher education. Concept gender training
courses. Educational Technology theory of
gender. Methods of studying gender stereotypes.
Educational technology study of gender
discrimination. Gender violence as an object of
study. Design Strategy egalitarian environment.

16

Civilization
systems in
modern
political
process

Learn the basic theoretical and
empirical models and
approaches to the analysis of
modern civilization in the
political process, their typology
and investigate the impact of
specified systems on the
political process and features
of the impact on international
and inter-state relations.

The concept of modern civilization system. The
essence and nature of civilization relationships.
Ideology and religion in modern civilization
process, its impact on political relations. AngloSaxon civilization system. Hindu civilization
system. Chinese civilization system. Jewish
civilization system. The difference in the
formation of political systems by civilized
standards. The role and place of political elites in
modern civilization systems. Political Risk
Factors between civilization systems.

17

Gender

Mastery of the basics of gender

The structure of gender knowledge. The essence

Psychology

18

EU Law

19

Sociological
monitoring of
political
processes

20

The problems
of legitimacy
and
delegitimize
the postSoviet
political
regimes

of gender category of gender, history of the
concept. The methodology of gender studies in
psychology. Qualitative approaches in the study
of gender. The development of gender
psychology. Gender theory. Queer -theory. The
gender dimension of the relationship of
biological and psychological characteristics.
Gender identity. Sexual identity. The
phenomenon of queer-identity. Gender
socialization: cultural transmission and cultural
constraints. Common problems of gender
socialization. Gender stereotypes and gender
roles. Gender stereotypes in the media, film,
advertising. Psychological aspects of sexism and
gender asymmetry in the process of
socialization. Applied aspects of gender
psychology.
Disclosure of the nature,
Background of European Union law. The
principles and basic concepts
concept and structure of the European Union.
of this international law; form
The role of the EU in the legal regulation of
a holistic view of the principles European integration. The institutional
of international legal regulation mechanism of the European Union. Selected
of European law; form a
field of European law. Ukraine and the European
Union.
comprehensive theoretical
knowledge and practical skills
in handling international
norms, the ability to explore
international treaties and other
sources of law of the
international community.
analysis of social and
psychological processes and
phenomena. Examine current
research and theory regarding
the validity and utility of
commonly accepted gender
differences in many realms.

Forming ability to analyze
socially significant problems
and processes; apply
professional knowledge and
skills of the foundations of
sociological theory,
sociological research methods.
Providing methodological
training to research problems
of legitimacy, determine the
causes and nature of political
institutions and delegitimize
the regime as a whole,
developing strategies of
legitimacy policy.

The interaction of the most important social and
non-social factors and political system of
society. The structure of sociological research.
The basic sociological methods and specialized
research methodologies of political processes.
Introduction to the problems of modern theory of
legitimacy. History of political regimes in the
former Soviet Union. Democratic legitimization
of political regimes in the former Soviet Union.
The problems of de-legitimisation of democratic
political regimes in the former Soviet Union.
The Constituent referendums, constitutional
changes and other tools legitimize of sole reign.
History as a means of legitimizing. The
problems of de-legitimisation of political

institutions in former Soviet Union.
21

Gender
historical
studies

The purpose of the course is to
introduce students to one of the
most rapidly developing areas
of modern historiography, the
methodology and conceptual
apparatus of the gender history
as well as to show heuristic
opportunities and integrative
potential of gender analysis in
history.

Historical information on "Gender" concept.
Gender asymmetry in marriage and family: a
historical dimension. Marriage and family in
Ukraine and world history from ancient times to
the present through the prism of gender ideas.
Gender in economics: division of labor and
control of property in world history. The
transformation of gender relations in connection
with the genesis of capitalism. Duality of women
status changes in the economy of transition
period as a result of changes in the
understanding of the working activity. Gender
and Power: the History. The role of gender in the
division of powers. Historical changes of the
configuration of the private and public sectors
from ancient times to the present.

TITLE OF THE MA PROGRAMME: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. GENDER STUDIES
ECTS: 84
DURATION: (3 Semesters)
Vasyl Stefanyk Precarpathian National University, PNU
This MA program empowers students to:
-

get familiar with variety of approaches and theories in the sphere of humanities, socioeconomic, fundamental, professionally oriented sciences;

-

study professional foreign language, that allows to open up new areas of knowledge,
study and research;

-

have the ability to use IT to solve problems related to psychological science and practice;

-

get in-depth knowledge of psychology, apply in practice the principles of scientific work
organization, gain skills in innovative approaches used for teaching psychology as well
as organization and conduction of scientific research; have the ability to understand
psychological processes, problems and find solutions in various social and public spheres
of life.

Skills and competences of graduates
Knowledge:
-

proficiency in fundamental professional and humanities knowledge;

-

principles and selection techniques, systematization, consolidation and information use,
scientific practices, preparation of informational and methodological materials;

-

achievements of classical and modern psychology in the field of methodology, theory,
practice and empirical research;

-

practices of psychological and psychotherapeutic assistance to adults and children based
on modern theories;

-

techniques used for individual psychological counseling and psychotherapy in
organizational issues, business, career, religion, family issues, migration issues etc;

-

problems of gender relations, reasons for gender division in society, gender aspects in
psychology.

Skills:
-

teaching and research activities in the field of psychology;

-

development of organizational and methodological materials for practical psychologists
in different institutions;

-

conduction of individual psychological counseling and psychotherapy in organizational
issues, business, family issues, migration issues, etc., basic skills for conduction of
psychological analysis of client’s different situations;

-

to use methods of psychoprophylaxis, psycho rehab activities, IT;

-

analyze men and women gender issues that may occur in different spheres of life;

-

to apply psychological techniques while working with women who have experienced
violence;

-

proficiency in applying techniques and methods while counseling women in career
development.

Career of graduates
Scientific activity (researcher), educational institutions, business companies, political sector,
military sphere, penitentiary system, security agencies (Security Service of Ukraine, police),
social services.

Structure of the MA Programme
No

Course Title

OB1 SEL2 LEC3 SEM4 WS5 PR
TR6
1st Semester
3
ОВ 18
16
ECTS

1

Higher school psychology

2

Pedagogics of higher school
and pedagogical excellence of
lecturer

3

ОВ

-

18

16

3

Methodology and scientific
research

3

ОВ

-

34

16

4

Methodological and theoretical 3
problems of psychology

ОВ

-

34

16

5

Political psychology

ОВ

-

34

18

6

Gender psychology

SEL

14

18

7

Orthobiosis of personality

-

8

16

8

Psychology of religion

3

ОВ

-

24

24

9

Psychology of business

3

ОВ

-

24

24

10

Methods of teaching
Psychology in HEE

3

ОВ

-

8

16

11
12
13

Theory of gender
Gender and career
Scientific – research internship

3
3
12

ОВ

SEL
SEL

14
14

18
18

14

Work experience internship

12

ОВ

15

Modern information
technologies

16

Foreign language (for
professional purposes)

3

ОВ

17

Group psychotheraphy

3

ОВ

14

22

18

Psychological emergency aid

3

ОВ

14

22

19

Psychology of migration

6

ОВ

30

30

3

3
2nd Semester
3
ОВ

3d Semester
3
ОВ

24

24

20
21

Psychological safety of
personality
Scientific – research internship

3
6

SEL

14

18

ОВ

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF ALL COURSES OF THE MA program
Higher School Psychology (OB)
The purpose of the discipline is to form a system of knowledge, experience and skills in
psychology that would help future higher school teachers in applying effective teaching
methods, using peculiarities of mental processes, considering and productive development of
individual characteristics of students.
The objectives of the discipline are study of theoretical principles of higher school
psychology, examination of basic psychological problems of higher education, acquiring
knowledge of psychological characteristics during the educational process in higher school,
psychological characteristics of student’s age, study of psychological aspects of training and
education of student youth, understanding psychological characteristics of scientific and
educational activities and ways to improve them, development of professionally important
individual characteristics of students.
Higher School Pedagogics and Pedagogical Excellence of Lecturer (OB)
The discipline "Pedagogics of Higher School and Pedagogical Excellence of Lecturer"
reveals the object, tasks, categories, functions of pedagogics of higher school; finds out the
essence and structure of modernization of higher education system in Ukraine; studies
historical aspects of forming higher education in Ukraine and abroad; reveals content,
methods, forms of organizing educational process in higher school; studies relevant
psychological and pedagogical issues of student education; analyzes theoretical aspects of
teaching skills in higher school. The discipline acquaints with the main directions of higher
education development

according to globalization of educational processes and

implementation of the Law of Ukraine "On Higher Education" (2014).
Methodology and Scientific Research (OB)
The purpose of the discipline is to acquaint students with the basics of the methodology of
scientific research.
The objectives of the discipline are to form a system of knowledge of theoretical and
practical nature related to the study, such as: peculiarities of the subject of scientific research
methodology; functions of methodology of science; classification of methods of scientific

research; technology of scientific research, basic psychological principles that one needs to
consider in organizing scientific research, applying methods of scientific research,
interpreting data; logic of scientific research; methodology of making up scientific
statements.
Methodological and Theoretical Issues of Psychology (OB)
The discipline "Methodological and Theoretical Issues of Psychology" is an integrative part
in the complex of fundamental and professionally aimed subjects studied by future
psychologists. It acquaints with the subject of most important psychological theories,
historical, socio-cultural and phenomenological premises for designing and verifying
scientific psychological knowledge, studies the contradictoriness of ideas, schools,
approaches, principles of scientific research, rules and criteria for controlling research facts
and transferring them into the category of scientific ones.
Political Psychology (OB)
The subject of this discipline is study of psychological aspects of political life in large and
small social groups and individuals, as well as psychological components and their
peculiarities in political life of society that are used in particular political processes. These
peculiarities are formed and come out at the level of political consciousness and self-identity
of nations, classes, social groups, governments, individuals.
The purpose of the discipline "Political Psychology" is to reveal psychological peculiarities
of political life, as well as basic psychological mechanisms, determinants, technologies of
managing political processes. The main objectives of the discipline "Political Psychology"
are forming knowledge and skills, developing sense of political consciousness; study of
regularities of mental processes and phenomena in politics.
Personality Orthobiosis (OB)
The discipline "Personality Orthobiosis" can partly solve several professionally important
issues in training future psychologists for practical activities in the field of health care.
Studying this discipline, students can acquire and systematize their knowledge of the essence
of a normal, healthy individual development, analyze different

traditional and modern

approaches to interpretation of "health", "healthy person", "normal person", "normal
individual development", "rational self-organization of life and activities", "sanitary
potential", "individual health resource", "creative longevity", "orthobiosis" et al.. Students
can also develop their own professional opinion on the phenomenon of psychological health /
illness of an individual, determine the role of psychologists and psychological services in

educational institutions in forming and spreading the values of a healthy lifestyle, master the
methods of preventive and consulting work with clients of all ages.
Psychology of Religion (OB)
"Psychology of Religion" is as an interdisciplinary course that is at the border of psychology
and theological and pastoral theology. It analyzes psychological laws of development and
functioning of various religious phenomena (faith, feelings, mood, needs), their forms of
expression (ecstasy, obsession, insight, fear, fanaticism), structure and orientation,
relationship with non-religious spheres of society and impact on them. The discipline studies
the issues of individual religiousness - phenomena of religious experience, mechanisms of
nature and development of religious experience. The purpose of the discipline "Psychology of
Religion" is to provide students with knowledge of specifics of the psychological study of the
phenomenon of religion and psychological analysis of religiosity as an essential state of
human world perception.
Psychology of Business (OB)
The discipline acquaints with knowledge of psychological characteristics of a businessman as
well as mechanisms of development and functioning of business organizations.
The objectives of the discipline are as follows: to deepen theoretical knowledge of
methodological issues of psychology of business; to learn the categories of business
psychology; to know the individual potential of entrepreneurs, their abilities and dispositions,
value-motivational incentives for individual entrepreneurial activities, peculiarities of
business communication in accomplishing common business goals; to be able to analyze
strategies of behavior in performing different entrepreneurial activities (starting a business,
making a deal, bankruptcy etc.); to be able to develop scientifically based procedures for
professional selection of candidates for positions that require a significant financial risk and
individual responsibility for subordinates’ actions; to develop training programs on
management and leadership, analyzing psychology of customers and consumers.
Methods of Teaching Psychology in Higher School (OB)
The purpose of the discipline is forming skills and abilities to teach psychology in higher
school. The discipline includes subjects that reveal new approaches to the analysis of learning
process, the main methods of teaching psychology, planning and analyzing lessons,
determining training goals, taking into consideration students’ age and individual
characteristics in educational process. The discipline aims to form a comprehensive and
systemic understanding of psychological issues of forming identity and professional training
students in higher school. It is important for future researchers and university lecturers.

Students will be able to comprehend the methodology of teaching, the theory of training and
education of students in higher school, as well as form knowledge and skills for professional
teaching activities.
Modern Information Technologies (OB)
The discipline aims to analyse basic theoretical principles and concepts that form a systeminformation approach to the analysis of the world, study processes, techniques, methods of
obtaining information using modern computer technologies. The purpose of the discipline is
also to form basic ideas of designing and operating information systems and services. The
discipline study develops skills of programming personal computers and local networks at
solving professionally oriented issues. The discipline contributes to forming skills of using
modern computer technologies that helps students adapt to the information space.
Foreign Language (for Professional Purposes) (OB)
The aim of the program is to develop MD students’ profession-oriented
communicative competence for their effective networking in academic and professional
environment.
The subject of the course encompasses lexical, grammatical, stylistic characteristics of
academic discourse to provide MD students’ successful professional academic carrier.
The program involves one module: English for Professional Purposes. The module
embraces two content-modules: English academic discourse (Higher Education in Ukraine
and the Bologna Process, Philosophy Teaching at Higher Educational Establishments in
Ukraine, Job Hunting) and Academic written communication (Business Etiquette, Business
Correspondence, Thesis, Resume).
Group Psychotheraphy (OB)
The main objectives of the discipline are to reveal theoretical principles and place of group
psychotherapy, main tendencies of group psychotherapy and field of its application,
peculiarities of organizing and managing a psychotherapy group; important features of
dynamic processes in a psychotherapy group, nature and role of therapeutic factors in a
psychotherapy group, stages of psychotherapy group work, tasks and methods at each stage
of a psychotherapy group; peculiarities of selecting a psychotherapy group, recommended
time characteristics of an effective psychotherapy group work; requirements to a group
therapist: professionally important personal qualities and traits, professional knowledge,
abilities, skills as well as specifics of his professional training.
Psychological Emergency Aid (OB)

The main purposes of the discipline are to deepen theoretical knowledge of regularities of
mental functions and vital activity of an individual in the terminal possibilities zone; form
practical skills of psychological support to persons suffered from emergency situations.
The objectives of the discipline are as follows: to find out basic principles of emergency
psychology according to the modern scientific view; to form ideas of main mental human
reactions to trauma cases; to develop basic practical skills and abilities of the psychological
first aid; to acquaint students with modern approaches to the practice of psychological
diagnosis and correction of acute and posttraumatic stress disorders; to teach students
measures on psychological work capacity recovery and rescue services.
Psychology of Migration (OB)
The course "Psychology Migration" reveals the social and psychological nature of the
phenomena of migration in the context of globalization and multicultural space and the
psychological characteristics of migratory behavior.
On completion of the course students will gain systematic knowledge about the social and
psychological mechanisms of cross-cultural adaptation of migrants, and some of its problems
such as the immigrant social identity specially when working in an environment of different
migrants with different ages.
Students will also gain the ability to provide psychological support and assistance to migrants
and their families, especially in a situation of forced or illegal migration.
Gender Psychology (SEL)
The purposes of the discipline are to find out the nature of gender differences, socio-cultural
factors and conditions that cause them; to acquire knowledge of mechanisms and stages of
gender socialization as well as theories of forming gender identity; to reveal the role of
gender stereotypes in shaping self-identity; to understand the psychology of gender in
different life spheres. The discipline acquaints students with types and stages of gender
identity, the main features of forming gender stereotypes influenced by various socializing
institutions, peculiarities of male and female gender roles; age stages in forming gender,
issues of antisocial gender behavior.
Theory of Gender (SEL)
The purpose of the discipline is to form understanding of the relevance of gender issues,
reasons for gender inequality, segregation, sexism, transgender. The discipline acquaints with
knowledge of the stages of gender studies, female studies; the role of feminist movement in
development of gender theory; the basic principles of the Freud’s theory, psychoanalytic
feminism as the basis for gender studies; the issues of queer-identity in contemporary

feminism; socio-constructivist interpretations of gender that create prerequisites for
understanding gender as a multifactorial construct; the theory of masculinity, the issues of the
crisis of masculinity as well as plurality of masculinity.
Gender and Career (SEL)
“Gender and career” course is designed for masters of specialty ‘Psychology’. It‘s wellknown that among a set of problems which accompany the person, gender and careers issues
are one of the most significant. Gender gives biological self-realization and career gives
social self-realization. Often this two parts of human personality enter into a conflict with
each other.
The main purpose of course “The gender and career”: to analyze existing gender models of
self-realization and identify successful models of gender self-realization.
Course task: to reveal the ratio of sexuality and self-identity; identify gender stereotypes right
to success; to formulate the main features of gender and politics, gender and art, gender and
religion.
Psychological Safety of Personality (SEL)
The discipline "Psychological Safety of Personality" deals with the study of preserving
stability of personality in the environment, forming ability to resist internal and external
destructive influences that helps to feel protected in different situations. Thus, the purposes of
the discipline are to acquaint students with the theoretical basis of the issue of individual
psychological safety and to develop basic practical skills by means of various constructive
ways of psychological protection.
The main objectives of the discipline are as follows: study of scientific approaches to the
issue of individual psychological safety, characteristics of the components of the given issue
as well as the main conditions and factors of providing and keeping the individual
psychological safety, learning rules and mastering techniques of safe communication and
interaction in society, mastering different types of copying-strategies to get over different
negative influences.

